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ABSTRACT
Activity, Control and the Designed
Environment: The ELEMR Project
September, 1978
Craig Marshall Zimring, B.A., University of Michigan
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Ronnie Janoff-Bulman

The present research recorded the effects of interior design

changes on developmental ly disabled residents and direct-care staff at
a

large state institution.

One hundred forty one "severely or profoundly

retarded" residents and 80 direct-care staff were monitored as they moved

from traditional open-ward dorms into three renovated designs.
These designs included:

1)

partitions creating small modules;

modular designs with
2)

a

4Js

foot high

corridor design, which had

fully encolsed single and double bedrooms;

3)

a

suite renovation which

was comprised of 8 foot partitions arranged to form bedrooms for several
persons.

Converging methods were used to record several social and solitary activities over a four-year period.

These methods included:

di-

rect coded observations of residents and of staff, participant and non-

...

participant observations and analysis of resident records.

The activities

*The ELEMR Project also employed other methods which are not included in
this dissertation.
vi
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which were analyzed included:

use of and respect for personal/private

space by residents and staff, social interactions by residents and
staff, and alertness and withdrawal of residents.

Analysis of these activities showed that the corridor design
was the most beneficial

—

behavior of residents and staff changed in

more positive ways when moving into this design.

This finding was coun-

ter to the apparent "normalcy" and attractiveness of the suite design,

which seemed most homelike to observers.
design was most effective in:

Specifically, the corridor

decreasing resident and staff intrusion

into others personal/private spaces, increasing residents' usage of their

own personal/private space, increasing resident-resident interactions,
and increasing alertness and decreasing withdrawal.

The suite design

had similar, though weaker effects, and the module design had no dis-

cernible effects.

Despite these positive effects on residents, the level

of staff-resident interactions actually decreased in both the suite and

corridor designs;

it remained constant in the module design.

The findings were viewed from the perspective of "personal control."

A brief review of the personal control

literature in psychology

concluded that although existing research suggested

a

potential link be-

tween environment and behavior, the unidirectional laboratory emphasis
of the work makes its general izeabil ity to designed environments uncertain.
An elaboration of the normalization and personal control

was presented.

It was suggested that the behavioral

vii

i

constructs

effects of environments

could be understood from the perspective of the amount of opportunity
for control that they offer users.

Environments which permit choice and

physical control allow users to adjust environments to fit their fluc-

tuating individual needs.
The construct of opportunity for control helped explain the ap-

parent anomalies in the data -- why "homelikeness" did not predict the
behavioral effects of environments as would have been suggested by some

aspects of the normalization principle, and why there were fewer staff-

resident interactions in the suite and corridor designs.

The corridor

design, although less homelike, provided the greatest opportunity for
control by residents and staff.

creased control.

The residents reacted positively to in-

The staff, however, were highly alienated and used the

increased opportunity to withdraw from residents.

Finally, the theo-

retical and applied implications of the research findings and of "oppor-

tunity for control" were discussed.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The study of the designed environment must take account of much
of the richness of human activity.

Within the designed environment,

physical, social, symbolic and cultural elements interact in complex

patterns which change with time.

The traditional concepts of independent

and dependent variables become fuzzy.

As Churchill

said:

"We shape our

buildings, and later they shape us."
This dissertation is an effort toward untangling some of the con-

founded factors which influence the effects of a particular designed en-

vironment, an institution for developmental ly disabled people.

The dis-

sertation research was coined the ELEMR (Effects of the Living Environment on the Mentally Retarded) Project.
cus;

it included both a theoretical

ELEMR

adopted

a

binocular fo-

exploration of the construct of

"personal control" and an applied orientation aimed at improving housing
and treatment of the developmentally disabled.

The structure of the dissertation reflects this dual focus.

In

the Introduction, a brief overview of the construct of personal control
is

presented.

The policy and historical context of the ELEMR Project is

then presented, as well as an extended discussion of the "normalization

principle," an important underlying issue in the research.

The Intro-

duction ends with a more detailed exposition of the ELEMR Project itself.

1

2

The three chapters which follow. Setting, Methods, Results and

Discussion, describe the ELEMR Project in depth.

Finally, the Results

and Discussion chapter considers the implications of the ELEMR Project
for theory and application.

Some Preconceptions

It is first necessary to clarify two preconceptions which under-

lie the discussion.
1)

The person serves as the unit of consequence for discussion, and
any process will be described as it affects individual experience.

Even though at times individuals will be aggregated for

analysis, influences will be seen as affecting the individual.
This position is taken to be in contrast to larger-scale discus-

sions which take social groups or institutions as the unit of

analysis, such as macro-analysis in sociology.
2)

People are seen as active, cognizing beings who actively operate
on their environment.
to stimulation;

this view is

a

Human behavior is not

people alter their world.

a

passive response

One implication of

focus on the ways in which people choose, struc-

ture, and affect their own situations.

This focus in in contrast

to examining people's reactions to standardized situations imposed
by the researcher.

.

3

An Overview of Personal

Control

Four of 15 books on a recent bestseller list were about assertiveness training;

the feminist movement has adopted self-determination for women

control;

as a central

control

popular psychology journals extoll the virtues of personal

goal.

These and other trends exemplify the call for personal

that has pervaded the popular culture.

and usage of personal control

is

However, the definition

often vague and shifts from case to case,

ranging from a justification of a broader definition of sexual roles to

explaining increased citizen involvement in government.

Similarly the scientific community has adopted the construct of
"personal control" with enthusiasm.

In a recent Annual

Review of Psy-

chology , Carlson (1975) stated that the locus of control is "undoubtedly
...

the single most popular topic in current personality research"

Averill

(p 396).

(1973) reviewed nearly 100 laboratory studies of per-

sonal control over aversive stimuli;

Steiner (1977) reviewed several

hundred studies related to freedom of choice.

This list could go on, and

each month provides scores of new examples in the psychological journals.

However,

a

close examination of the literature reveals

a

confusing diver-

sity of definitions and suggests some problems in directly applying existing research to the study of design environments.

Definition of Personal Control

The Webster's New World Pi ctionary offers

the following definition of control:

"power to direct or regulate;

4

ability to use effectively."

This definition suggests that control

involves the ability to affect the physical or social environment in a

meaningful way.

The present review somewhat extends this definition.

Personal control will be defined as the ability of the individual to im-

prove the fit of his or her personal needs to the immediate physical and
social environment.

This definition implies that personal control can be exercised
by changing the environment, or by changing the individual's perceived

needs, or by both.

The first two strategies, changing the environment or

changing the individual, provide
existing work on control:

1)

a useful

dichotomy,

^

for organizing

Research about coping activities.

area studies participants actively changing their environment.

labeled "behavioral control" by Averill
nal

states.

2)

It was

Research about inter-

This area explored individuals' expectancies about their

personal control.

separately.

(1973);

This

The following two sections examine these categories

However, it should be recognized that the categories inter-

act (cf. Lazarus, 1966) and that many authors do not even distinguish

between them.

Li

terature on personal control

.

Overt coping strategies

.

One major part of the literature on

overt coping strategies is made up of laboratory studies of control over

This distinction
^Ronnie Janoff-Bulman suggested this useful dichotomy.
follows work by Averill (1973), Lazarus (1966), and others.

stressors.

This literature has extensively explored the links between

aversive antecedent conditions and consequent behaviors.

Research of

this type stems from the early work on physiological stress by Selye
(1976) and from later work on psychological stress by Lazarus

McGrath (1970) and others.

(1966),

Research on psychological stress generally

focuses on a stimulus— mediator— response model.

Electric shocks or other

aversive conditions serve as stimuli, which are hypothesized to affect
some internal mediator such as appraisal of threat.

ally several of the following:

Measures are gener-

physiological stress measures (GSR, EEG,

corticosteriod levels, heart rate, blood pressure, etc.);

performance

measures (on simple or complex tasks such as proofreading, concept formation, etc);

or, affective responses

Averill

(preference, fear).

(1973) has proposed that behavioral control of aversive

stimuli can be considered as two sub-areas:

stimulus modification.

regulated administration and

Early work in regulated administration had sug-

gested that stress was reduced when participants shocked themselves rather than have the experimenter shock them (Haggard, 1943).

effect of uncertainty must be considered.

However, the

Several different research

paradigms suggest that any reduction of stress comes from the reduction
of uncertainty that follows self-administration rather than from a gain
of control

(Averill, 1973).

This conclusion follows both from studies

which have separately manipulated uncertainty and control
ler, 1971;

(Ball

and Vog-

Pervin, 1963; Staub, Tursky, and Schwartz, 1971) and from

,
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studies which have been shown that participants prefer immediate versus

delayed threat (Badia, McBane, Sutter and Lewis, 1966;

Cook and Barnes,

1964).

The second sub-area in the study of control over the noxious

stimuli, stimulus modification, allows the participant to alter the noxious stimuli by means such as:

actually preventing it, introducing rest

periods, limiting the intensity of the stimulus, etc.

The general trend

of these studies suggests that control reduces stress (Averill, 1973;

Averill and Rosenn, 1972;
1972).

Glass and Singer, 1972;

Greer and Maisel,

However, there have also been negative findings (Brady et

al

1958) and there are considerable individual differences in response

(Averill, 1973).
In his work with rats, Weiss

(1971a, 1971b, 1971c) suggested some

mechanisms for the operation of control, at least in infra-human species.
He compared the ulceration rate of animals who could avoid shock with

yoked animals without such control.

For those animals with control,

stress increased as the required response rate increased and decreased
as the "definiteness" of the feedback increased

which operant respondings was followed by

a

(as the frequency with

consequence increased).

much responding with poor feedback increased stress

Hence

.

A second major part of the literature on overt coping strategies

consists of field studies.

These studies are of special relevance to the

study of control and the designed environment because of their intermediate

7

timeframe, their use of non-aversive stimuli and their "real-world" setting.

For example. Larger and Rodin (1976) provided elderly nursing home

patients with greater actual and perceived control.

The patients were

given greater influence over their daily schedules, were given lectures

intended to increase perceived control, and each resident was given and

encouraged to take care of

a

house plant.

which was given control improved on

a

It was found that the group

variety of measures, such as self-

reported happiness, reported activity level and the staff's ratings of

their overall health:

Schulz
a

control had positive effects.

(1976) examined whether control over the environment was

factor separate from the ability to control environmental events.

allowed his elderly participants to either:

1)

He

control the times at which

they were visited, 2) merely predict those times, 3) have both control and

prediction, or 4) have neither.

Condition 4, Conditions
tus, psychological

1,

Schulz

found that, in comparison to

3, and 3 significantly improved:

status, and activity status.

difference in effect between Conditions

1,

2,

health sta-

However, there was no

and 3, suggesting that there

was no di fference between the effects of control and the effects of the

ability to predict environmental events

Internal

states;

.

expectancies about control

.

Many researchers have fo-

cused on the importance of expectancies about control rather than on specific overt coping behaviors.

The work is complex.

However, the research

can be categorized in several ways, and thus perhaps more easily understood.

Several authors

(Bandura, 1977;

Steiner, 1977) have distinguished be-

tween studies which focus on expectancies about one's ability to perform
a

desired task (e.g.. Can

student?);

I

measure up?

Can

I

be a good athlete, a good

and studies which focus on expectancies about the effective-

ness of one's behavior in altering the world (e.g.. If
will

I

do things well,

it really make a difference in my life, or is success due to chance,

fate or other outside forces?).

The relationship between these expectan-

cies is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Expectancy research may also be categorized in terms of the specificity of the expectancy being studied.

Some researchers focus on

a

general expectancy about one's place in the world resulting from many

experiences and affecting many activities, whereas others focus on expectancies which are specific to certain conditions and situations.
is

a

There

continuum of studies between these two extremes which have generated

somewhat different research traditions.

Although many researchers do not categorize their research in
terms of the type of generality of expectancy under study, these cate-

gories are useful for categorizing research.

Figure 1.2 presents a two-

way table which illustrates the focus of several research traditions
based on the categories described above.

The following discussion will

consider the three filled boxes on the chart separately.
consider how they interact.

Then, we will

9

Figure 1.1:

Relationship of two kinds of expectancies
(after Bandura, 1977).

person

,

EXPECTANCY ABOUT
ABILITY TO
PERFORM ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

EFFECT ON WORLD

EXPECTANCY ABOUT
EFFECT OF
ACTIVITY

10

Figure 1.2:

Research on expectancy about control

ca tegorized by type of belief and by level of generality

.

LEVEL OF GENERALITY

General

Specific

Expectancy about one's
Personal efficacy,
?

ability to perform

freedom of choice
desired activities.

TYPE OF BELIEF

Expectancy about the
Internal/external
Perceived

effectiveness of one's
locus of control,

control

activity in altering
helplessness
the world.

11

General expectancies about the effectiveness of one's activities
in

altering the world

.

Exploration of this type of expectancy has mo-

tivated much recent work in personality, social and clinical psychology.
In this

section we will consider two paradigms:

of control and helplessness.
trol:

internal/external locus

The internal /external

(IE) locus of con-

"Refers to the degree to which an individual perceives that the

events that happen to him or her are dependent on his or her own behavior
or are the result of fate, luck, chance, or powers beyond one's personal

control" (Strickland, 1977).

There has been little work on the develop-

ment of locus of control, although some equivocal data indicate that long
term child-rearing characteristics such as parental warmth and attentiveness may encourage internality (Crandall, 1973;

shorter periods,
life difficulty;

Over

shift towards externality occurs under conditions of

a

conversely, a shift towards internality accompanies

feelings of personal efficacy (Strickland, 1977;
of control

Stephens, 1973).

Wendland, 1973).

Locus

is seen as directly influencing many aspects of behavior.

For

example, internality is correlated with better grades (Crandall, Kathovsky and Crandall, 1965;

Lao, 1970);

more competence-building behaviors

(Mischel, Zeiss and Zeiss, 1974), greater interpersonal attractiveness
(Holmes and Jackson, 1975), higher persuasiveness (Goodstadt and Hjelle,
1973), more social action (Lao, 1970), and better health self-care

(Strickland, 1978).

Helplessness is taken to be somewhat less general than locus of

12

control, and rather than stemming from long term developmental influences, it results from somewhat shorter-term life experiences.

Seligman

(1975) has defined helplessness as resulting when one's operant (volun-

tary) responses and reinforcements are seen to be independent of one

For example, if we get a good grade when we work hard, and a

another.

poor grade when we do not, the reinforcement (the grade) is perceived as

dependent on our behavior (work).

If,

however, we receive

a

poor grade

regardless of our effort, the reinforcement is perceived as independent
of our response, and, according to Seligman, we could experience helplessness.
In infra-human species,

effects such as:

laboratory induced helplessness produces

passivity, decreased problem solving ability, ulcera-

tion, and reduced competition (Seligman, 1975).

More limited work with

humans suggests that both experimentally induced helplessness and natur-

ally-occurring depression produces many of the same symptoms as those
occurring in animal research.

These include passivity, loss of libido,

and loss of appetite (Seligman, 1975).

some preliminary work indicates that help-

of physiological mechanisms:

lessness may be mediated by

There has been limited exploration

a

depletion of norepinephrine at critical

sites in the central nervous system (Weiss, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c).

Specific expectancies about the efficacy of one's activities in
altering the world

.

The concept of "perceived control"

—

the belief that

one can alter the world in a specific way -- has face validity as an

13

explanatory construct for environmental behavior in laboratory studies
of control over stressors, participants are told that they can alter
the (generally noxious) stimuli by various means such as pressing a button or by quitting the experiment.

Such perceived control generally re-

duces stress (Averill, 1973) although the results are not wholly unequivocal.

Also, when participants perceived that they had control over a

noxious stimulus (loud noise), the negative after-effects of experiencing
the noise were reduced as well

(Glass and Singer, 1972;

Wohlwill et al,

1976).

Serious questions remain unanswered with this research, however.

Although the experimenters presumably gave control to the participants,
the participants actually altered the stimuli only seldom (Averill,

1973).

Moreover, there have been few, if any, manipulation checks performed in
these studies (Steiner, 1977).

It is unclear whether the participants

actually perceived that they had control over the stressors.

It is

plausible that control was very limited by the structure of the experiment
which included such influences as

a

power differential between partici-

pant and experimenter, past experience with experiments, and lab surroundings.

Speci f i c expectancies about one's abil ity to perform in
or expected way:
is a

self-efficacy and perceived choice

.

^

desired

Self-efficacy (SE)

recent formulation by Albert Bandura, a social-learning theorist

(Bandura, 1977).

Simply stated, self-efficacy is defined as the perceived

14

ability to perform coping behaviors.

It is conceptualized as arising

from diverse sources of information conveyed by direct and mediated

experience, such as through communication, vicarious experience (e.g.,

symbolic or live modeling), direct experience, or emotive channels (e.g.,
arousal).

The construct helps to discriminate the impacts of different

clinical techniques.

For example, performance-based treatments have been

shown to be superior to symbolic ones in desensitizing phobics (Bandura,
1977).

Wolpe (1974) exposed his clients to an increasing exposure to

snakes and other aversive events in conjunction with anxiety reducing

activities such as muscular relaxation.

He found that this performance-

based technique reduced stress in subsequent exposures to aversive events
far more than symbolic desensitization or other methods.

Self-efficacy has been seen to partially generalize.

For ex-

ample, desensitization to snakes is seen to lead to more effective action
in general.

The strength of the construct, however, lies in the micro-

analysis that it encourages.

For example, the construct accurately pre-

dicts that changes in perceived self-efficacy. For example, improvements
are greater and more permanent when success is viewed as due to the individual

rather than to fate.

Also, in some studies the "stimuli" are role-

models performing effective coping activities (e.g., handling snakes),
and changes in SE are measured for snake-phobic observers.

As would be

expected, when the models are seen as more similar to the observer, in-

creases in self-efficacy are larger and more permanent (Bandura, 1977).
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Steiner (1977) proposed the theory of "freedom of choice."
defined this condition as:

"an experiential state in which selection

among options is believed to be controlled by the actor himself."
dom of choice principally depends on two factors:
of available options

He

1)

Free-

the attractiveness

(which is derived by a process which compares the

expected utility of the available option with that of other appropriate
options, and with other available alternatives);

2)

the number of at-

tractive, available options (Steiner, 1977).

Although most research has explored the factors which influence
perceived freedom of choice, fewer studies have examined the behavioral
and/or emotional implications of that perception.

Those studies that

have, however, generally found that there are positive effects of in-

creased choice.

For example, when given choice over versions of

in a laboratory experiment,

a

test

participants perform better on skill tests

(Mandler and Watson, 1966), and show less stress (Stratland and Blumenthal

,

1964).

Also, when given choice over the medium of communication

in which to receive a persuasive message,

participants find chosen

methods to be more persuasive (Himmelfarb and Arazi

,

1970).

Unlike the

researched mentioned previously, manipulation checks are fairly common
in this area.

Summary and conclusions

.

Several research traditions in the psychological

study of the effects of having personal control were discussed.
it was suggested that the control

First,

literature can be divided into two
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sub-areas:

research on overt control behavior and research on expect-

ancies about the ability to control.

Although the findings of overt

control studies were equivocal, increased behavioral control generally

resulted in positive effects such as reduced stress or increased performance.

Several studies suggested that some of the effect of control

may be due to the reduction of uncertainty which results from being

given control, rather than from the control itself.

Expectancy studies were categorized in terms of

1)

the nature

of the expectancy (about the ability to perform the activity or the

likelihood of the activity affecting the world);
of the expectancy (general or specific).

discussed including:

and, 2) the generality

Several research areas were

internal/external locus of control

(IE), helpless-

ness, perceived control, self-efficacy and freedom of choice.

seen as a very general expectancy which results from
long developmental

history.

An internal

a

not-yet-understood

locus of control has been cor-

related with a large number of positively-valued behaviors.
ness was seen as

situation:

a

IE was

Helpless-

shorter-term phenomenon which results from specific

where responding is independent of consequence.

ness is seen as producing

a

variety of effects such as:

Helpless-

passivity,

decreased problem solving ability, loss of libido, ulceration, loss of
appetite.

Perceived control was proposed as

one's ability to perform.

a

specific expectancy about

Although the trend of the data indicates that

perceived control has positive effects, manipulation checks are generally
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not performed, so the results are especially equivocal.

Two examples of research on expectancy about one's ability to

perform were discussed:

efficacy was seen as

a

self-efficacy and freedom of choice.
construct which allowed

a

Self-

micro-analysis of the

links between information source and belief about the ability to perform

effective coping behavior.

The construct of freedom of choice suggested

that the nature of the available options in a situation affects one's

perceived freedom of choice, and that this perception can affect other
behaviors.

The Useful ness of Personal Control Research
in the Study of the Designed Environment
.

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore person-environment
interactions in a specific designed setting and to place these interactions in a more general framework.
trol" provides one such framework.

The construct of "personal conHowever, there is both positive po-

tential and limitation in the application of personal control research
to the study of the designed environment.

Two implications of the personal control literature should be

mentioned here.

First, personal control provides conceptual linkages

between environment and behavior.
are very stressful

It suggests why some aversive stimuli

(i.e., those over which we have no control) and why

other physically identical stimuli are less stressful
have control).

(i.e., when we

The personal control construct specifies the role of
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experience in person-environment interactions by suggesting the importance of both specific expectancies such as perceived control, as well as

longer-term expectancies such as beliefs about locus of control.
A second implication of the control

literature for the study of

the built environment rests in the sorts of behaviors that have been af-

fected by control.

Many of the behavioral outcomes are both important

and are similar to the expressed goals of many developmental disabilities

professionals.

For example, both Langer and Rodin (1976) and Schulz

(1976) found that when elderly people were given control, they were more

active, were in better health, were more independent, and were happier;

Seligman (1975) discovered links between control and activity level,
amount of initiative and other behaviors for both humans and infra-human
species;

Strickland (1977) reviewed many studies which showed

a

relation-

ship between locus of control and achievement, attractiveness and other

characteristics.
However, despite these two implications of research on control
there are two serious limitations in applying it to the designed environment.

These will be outlined here and considered in more depth in the

Results and Discussion section.

First, it violates an important pre-

conception on which this dissertation is based.

It was postulated above

that people are reactive and active in their experiences with the design

environment -- they both respond to environmental stimulation and actively
initiate activities.

Much of the control literature, and especially
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stress research,

behavior.

(c.f., Lazarus, 1968) is based on a passive model of

In this view,

individuals act because they perceive

a

threat

or misfit between their needs and the environment, not because they have

specific goals which cause them to initiate activities.

This passive

view is closely tied to laboratory research models, in which the re-

searcher provides pre-established stimuli for subjects (c.f., Knight,
1977,

1978).
A second, and related, limitation of the control

literature is

that it is primarily confined to investigating unidirectional causal
paths.

Some paths are illustrated in Figure 1.3 for several of the re-

search traditions described above.

For example, locus of control is seen

as operating directly on behavior whereas perceived control mediates

environment and behavior.
In designed environments causality is bidirectional or multi-

directional, and it is not clear whether the simpler unidirectional research traditions generalize to real world situations.

people interact over historical time.

Buildings and

In a shorter time-frame,

respond to each other in constantly changing patterns;

people

characteristics

of a space affect ongoing activities, yet activities in a space change

both physical and social

characteristics.
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Context of the ELEMR Project

Over the next few decades several hundred million dollars will
be spent on creating living environments for citizens with very limited

functional skills -- persons labeled "severely and profoundly retarded."
This massive building effort involves both the public and private sectors:

federal, state and local governments, national, regional and

local organizations for the developmental ly disabled, legislators and

administrators, architects, planners, builders, developers.

Yet, de-

spite this broad involvement, there is very little information to guide
the planning and design of these environments.

yet to be resolved.

Critical questions have

For example, "What aspects of built environments are

important for people with limited functional skills?

What roles do staff

play in the relationship between residents and environments?"
"Do residents labeled

'severely or profoundly retarded'

Or even,

respond at all

to physically normalized environments?"

The ELEMR Project was funded by the Developmental Disabilities

Office of the HEW to address these questions.

year study of

a

ELEMR has been a four-

state institution for developmental ly disabled people.

Developmental ly disabled residents and direct-care staff members were

monitored as they moved from traditional open-ward dormitory buildings
to three

different renovated environments.

A number of qualitative and

quantitative methods were used in order to gain
the changes experienced by residents and staff.

a

broad understanding of
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The ELEMR (Effects of the Living Environment on the Mentally

Retarded) Project is a complex research program involving over 300,000

observations.

ELEMR can be most clearly understood if relevant policy,

methodological and conceptual issues are first presented;

within this

context, the specific research strategy used in the project becomes

more comprehensible.
The succeeding sections will outline relevant background issues
and introduce the ELEMR Project itself.
1)

These sections include:

"Public Policy and the Developmental ly Disabled";

2)

and Conceptual Perspectives" of the research project;

"Methodological

and 3) the "ELEMR

Project" model, central argument, and ideological perspectives.

Public Pol icy and the Developmental ly Disabled

A

shift in treatment models:

from isolation to normalization

.

The past

150 years have seen the acceptance and subsequent rejection of a variety

of models for treatment of the developmental ly disabled.

These approaches

resulted from social attitudes toward the developmental ly disabled, beliefs about the causes and cures of developmental disabilities, economic

pressures, and the availability of trained staff.

These forces shaped

society's methods for dealing with the developmental ly disabled;

issues

such as the size, number, and quality of institutions, and the focus of

resident training and other factors were all affected.
In his classic account, Wolfensberger (1972)

identified several
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historical models for treatment such as, "making the deviant undeviant,

protecting the deviant from the non-deviant, protecting the non-deviant
from the deviant, and deviant as diseased organism."

These treatment

models were accepted not only by the specific professionals who were

working with the developmental ly disabled, but also were firmly embedded
in the social

and economic fabric of the time.

For example, the model

"deviant person as diseased organism" was widely accepted until the very

recent past.

This medical model viewed developmental disabilities as

requiring medical treatment in hospital-like facilities.

Reinforced by

social attitudes that shunned any aberrant behavior, the presumed disease-

like qualities of the developmental ly disabled encouraged segregation of
them -- presumably for their own benefit.

economic pressures as well.

This model was maintained by

The economies of large scale, the function-

ing farms, and cottage industries all made segregation fiscally attractive.

The ELEMR Project originated from a shift in treatment model.
Until
eral

the early 1970's, Belchertown State School

(BSS) exemplified sev-

of the historical treatment models described by Wolfensberger.

BSS

isolated residents on a rural setting complete with a functioning farm;
it was run by medical

personnel along a medical model;

it "warehoused"

people in very high densities at least in part for economic reasons.

The normalization concept
to occur.

.

In the early 1970's, however, change began

Public attention began to be focused on institutions for the
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developmental ly disabled, and with attention came funding for change.
The "normalization principle" was gaining increased acceptance as an

organizing principle for both physical design and service-delivery systems (Wolfensberger,

1972).

Because this topic is treated at some

length by Wolfensberger and other authors elsewhere, it shall be dis-

cussed only briefly as a way of setting the stage for later discussion.

Before continuing we should note that normal ization , normal en -

vironments

,

and normal behavior are all

terms that may be criticized

for their vagueness and implicit value content.

average, positive, or ideal.

They may imply typical,

Moreover, the meanings of these terms are

highly dependent on personal values, social class, and culture.

In this

sense the terms present some vexing conceptual problems unless they are

carefully defined.

Throughout this report normal behavior will refer

to behaviors that are positively valued, adaptive, and socially accept-

able in the wider culture (e.g., high personal and social competence,

"Normalization" of built environments is taken to sug-

independence).

gest positive and healthy settings, facilitating adaptive behaviors within
this same value context.

Wolfensberger (1972) has described the normalization concept as,
"the utilization of means which are as culturally normative as possible,
in order to establish and/or maintain personal

behaviors and character-

istics which are as culturally normative as possible" (p.

Wolfensberger'

s

28).

In

view the normalization principle addresses the broad
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issues of deviancy in our society.

Deviancy is

a

creation of society

that is manifest in the differential and stigmatizing treatment of indi-

viduals with variant life-styles, physical handicaps, minority racial

origins or other distinguishing characteristics.

In its

most general

sense, the normalization principle is viewed as an ideology for altering
the culturally held concepts of deviancy that have relegated the mentally

retarded to a separate and debilitating existence.

There are, broadly

speaking, two aims of the normalization principle:

1)

to alter socially

created concepts of deviancy about the developmental ly disabled, and
2)

to eliminate the manifestations of this social

tutional

definition (e.g., insti-

housing and physical isolation, stigmatizing dress, inferior

services, social

isolation).

These two goals, according to Wolfens-

berger, are mutually supportive and inseparable.

Actions that take the

mentally retarded out of institutions, give them adequate access to community resources, and encourage normal dress and life-style will serve
to alter the societal

concepts of these citizens as deviants.

Likewise,

changes in the societal definition of mental retardation as deviancy
will allow these individuals to gain access to the normal

range of ex-

periences within our culture.
In our view,

as an ethical-civil

this normalization concept is justified principally

rights issue.

An ethical

position , permeating the

normalization principle, calls for an end to the societal practice of
labeling these citizens as "deviant,"

a

practice that has led to their
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isolation behind the walls of bleak, overcrowded, and dehumanizing
asylums.

It is felt that the developmental ly disabled deserve the same

rights and privileges as other citizens to pursue normal, rich, and

meaningful lives.

Within the normalization principle there remains another important issue,

a

behavioral hypothesis

.

The behavioral hypothesis sug-

gests that much of the bizarre behavior associated with the mentally

retarded in large institutions (and perhaps their developmental deficit
itself) actually stems from their relegation to
society.

a

deviant position in

Institutional environments and social stigmatization rather

than organic problems account for much of their apparently deviant be-

havior.

It is argued that when moved to the community and given a sup-

portive social and physical climate, the developmental ly disabled will
also act in a more normal manner.

Stated very simply, not only do the

developmental ly disabled deserve to be fully integrated into our society,
but these are the only circumstances in which they may develop their

potential to achieve important personal and social skills.

Although this dissertation supports both the moral/ethical and
behavioral arguments for normalization, the behavioral hypothesis has
some special aspects which should be stressed.
ioral

By accepting the behav-

hypothesis some advocates have endorsed assumptions which have yet

to be proven and which can produce an overly simplistic view of what we

do know about influences of physical

environments on behavior.

This
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hypothesis implies that the environment -- and especially the designed

environment -- has

a

clear, direct, and understood influence on people.

Moreover, it suggests that a more normal environment rather than a com-

pensatory one is the best way to produce normal behavior.

This is

a

reasonable hypothesis, but its validity is an empirical question to be
answered in part by careful observation of people in more normalized
physical environments.

The exploration of this question forms the crux

of the ELEMR Project, and we will
the behavioral

discuss it in some depth later.

Also,

hypothesis is in danger of leading one to believe in

a

sort

of "architectural determinism," in which it may be assumed that by planning and designing houses and buildings we can plan the behavior and

moods of the users of these buildings.
is overly simplistic in almost all

It will

be seen that this belief

situations.

One important element of normalization for the developmental ly

disabled concerns their physical living environment, an important element which has not been well investigated in the past.

environment is the focus of the ELEMR Project.

This physical

Within the concept of

normalization, more home-like living designs are thought to facilitate
the perception of "mentally retarded" residents as less deviant.

Equally important, such designs are believed to facilitate behavior patterns among residents themselves that are less deviant and more cultur-

ally normative.

However, many questions remain concerning the nature

of effective "normalized" physical designs, "home-like" interior designs.
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and their meaning and effects for the developmentally disabled.

Methodological and Conceptual Perspectives

In an effort to develop the most useful methodological

and con-

ceptual stance the ELEMR team explored several research traditions in-

cluding experimental psychology, clinical psychology, sociology, ethology,

evaluation research, and special education.

The eventual research de-

sign was a synthesis of several of these traditions.

This design in-

cluded three major elements.

The first element, naturalistic observation, was especially useful

for several reasons.

Naturalistic observation relies on careful,

detailed, longitudinal observations which interfere with the setting
as little as possible.

This constituted a particularly good fit with

the needs of the ELEMR Porject.

not to intervene.

Furthermore, naturalistic observation tends to be

more inductive than deductive;

servations in

a

The goal of the project was to observe ,

they establish hypotheses based on ob-

setting rather than entering the setting with formally

established hypotheses to be tested.
ized in the ELEMR Project.

This inductive strategy was util-

Rather than approaching the renovations with

completely pre-established beliefs, the research team remained alert for
the possibility of both positive and negative effects of the environmental

changes.

The use of naturalistic observation resulted in several
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methodological characteristics:
1.

Longitudinal focus.

The project spanned

a

four-year period,

allowing the team to observe the potential effects of "novelty" as well as seeing residents in
a

2.

the new environments after

year or more.

Much detailed information.

The data base included many coded

observations, and hours of participant observations.
3.

Use of

a

variety of converging methods.

were used to gain

a

Several major methods

holistic view of the design intervention

and its implications for residents and staff.
A second important element of the ELEMR Project was its socialphysical

systems perspective.

In general, systems approaches argue that

entities such as people and settings cannot be treated independently because they mutually affect each other and interact in complex ways to

affect many other elements.
a

For example, if a client is introduced into

community setting, the client presumably performs in

manner, yet the setting is affected, too.

a

more "normal"

The client's presence may

cause the neighborhood's perceptions of "retardation" to change, which
in turn affects the client, and so on.

This relationship of client to

community may be affected by other elements in the system such as the
training the staff has received in facilitating "communication," and the

alertness and organization of local community groups.
Not only do individuals and communities interact to affect one
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another, but individuals and physical settings interact to determine
the function and meaning of the physical

setting.

For example, when we

speak of a "private" room in an institution, we are generally talking
about an architectural entity,
walls,

a

room with

a

door that closes, and so on.

it receives appropriate social

a

single bed, furniture, four

Yet, this room is only private if

treatment, if residents and staff do not

barge in unannounced and unexpected.

The social-physical systems perspective coincides with the natur-

alistic perspective in that it is aimed at describing and understanding
a

setting, not controlling it.

The naturally occurring elements of the

system are identified and their relationships are observed and measured.
This descriptive posture stands in contrast to traditional experimental
social science which seeks to understand human behavior by physically or

statistically control 1 ing all but
tional

a

few relationships.

Whereas tradi-

social science is focused on discovering the basic "building

blocks" of human behavior and then recombining those to understand real

world behavior, the approach in this report is the reverse.

It examines

real-world behaviors, then forms some conclusions about those more basic

building-blocks.
A third major element of the ELEMR Project is the conceptual

emphasis on the construct of "control" as

effect of the environment on behavior.

a

major factor mediating the

The preceding review of litera-

ture suggested that, to an important extent, our experience of the
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environment is

a

function of the extent to which we can control it to

satisfy our varying personal needs.

Yet it was argued that the con-

struct of personal control needed to be expanded if we are to understand
how active, changing people interact with the designed environment.
In most instances, normal

individuals have the opportunity to

seek spaces appropriate to their needs at a given time and to somewhat

alter those spaces.

Because there are

us, we may gain control

a

variety of spaces available to

through exercising choice

.

The cocktail party

chatter and hubbub of other activities may continue unabated in the living room, but throughout the evening party-goers retire, each at his/

her own time, to the porch or kitchen for "fresh air," "a stroll," or
"to get away from it all."
is

Your home is your "castle," or perhaps there

only one room of your home in which you may exert control.

ing room is arranged for optimal

social

The liv-

interaction, chairs may be placed

rather close together and facing each other.

The study or den may serve

an equally important need for calm and privacy.

moment the resolution to the paradox is clear.

If we step back for a

The crucial issues for

any person's satisfactory use of the built environment concerns oppor-

tunity and control

.

Normal well-designed living environments are char-

acterized by a range of opportunities for stimulation, privacy, etc.

We

may satisfy our fluctuating personal needs by exercising the freedom to

choose among these settings or by manipulating the setting that we are in.

Opportunity and control have been emphasized as important aspects
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of physical normalization.

This emphasis has implications for environ-

mental design in general and special

tally disabled.

implications for the developmen-

The physical aspect of normalization may be usefully

conceptualized as designing built environments to offer support for
wide range of personal needs.
to fulfill

Normal environments contain opportunities

needs for arousal and quiet, challenge and rest, social contact

and al oneness, excitement and calm.
a

a

Only environments which offer such

range of opportunity may be considered normal and supportive of nor-

mal

development.

Normalizing the living environment of an institution may affect
the resident very directly by creating a variety of spaces and by pro-

viding increased control over those spaces.

Traditionally, institutions

consist entirely of public space, large open dayrooms, unpartitioned
Large "multi-purpose" spaces

dormitories, and bathrooms without stalls.

may be dominated by one activity to the exclusion of other incompatible

activities.

The chosen behavior of one or

a

few people (e.g., playing

ball, dancing) precludes options that may be preferred by others

sitting quietly, resting, concentrating on a book).
locked in boxes and turned to high volume;
lated by a key at a central switch.

(e.g.,

Televisions may be

lights can only be manipu-

Normalized designs, on the other

hand, must include a range of public, semi-public, semi-private and pri-

vate spaces which offer the individual a high degree of control.

example, a lounge with a television,

a

For

sitting room with comfortable
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chairs and magazines, and a group activity area serve different and in-

compatible needs.

The ideal design will maximize choice for the largest

number of users by creating multiple spaces that are segregated so as to
allow

a

variety of activities that would be incompatible within

gle space.

a

sin-

Single bedrooms should be controllable by the individual;

larger spaces can be controlled by group consensus.
Knight, Zimring and Kent (1973) stress, however, that the architectural environment can offer only the opportunity for control.

ther control is actually exercised depends on

a

Whe-

number of factors:

social patterns (such as the presence of parents, attendants or other

powerful

individuals), personal histories (such as institutional or

family history), relationships with the outside communities, and so on.
The pertinence of these issues with regard to the developmental ly dis-

abled will be considered more directly in the next section.

The ELEMR Project

The ELEMR Project responds to several levels of concern:
issues, methodological and conceptual concerns, local
tion focuses on several aspects of this project:

issues.

policy

This sec-

local origins of the

ELEMR Project, the ELEMR model, the central argument, ideological un-

derpinnings.

Local origins of the ELEMR Project

.

In the early 1970's publicity and

increasing activism by parents of residents prompted dramatic physical
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and programmatic changes at Belchertown State School.

A class action

suit brought on behalf of the residents by the Friends of Belchertown

resulted in a $2.6 million settlement for the School from the Common-

wealth of Massachusetts, funds designated for the support of physical
renovations.

The old open wards and dayhalls were to be renovated and

divided into private and semiprivate spaces.

In addition, a dedicated,

capable administration was assembled to oversee this transition in treat-

ment models.
The ELEMR Project originated when the research team was approached
by a top administrator from the institution.

The court-ordered renova-

tions were being planned, yet the administrators and architects were

finding little information to guide them in their designs.

A single

building had been renovated earlier on private funds, and there were apparently strong benefits of this building for residents:

conversation, and more of it was positive;
behavior.

there was more

there was less stereotyped

However, observations of these benefits had been informal and

more systematic observation was required.

The court-ordered renovations

provided an excellent opportunity for measuring these changes and providing data about the effects of more home-like environments.

The ELEMR model

.

To focus the resources of the Project, two levels of

analysis of the BSS system were chosen:

the focal problem and the

larger system.
The focal problem

.

The focal problem is the relationship of the
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residents, staff, and designed environment, and is the issue of greatest concern in this evaluation.

There is a critical need to understand

how developmental ly disabled residents relate to the physical

environment, including questions such as:

living

"Is there evidence of the im-

pact of physical environments on people labeled 'severely and profoundly

retarded’?"

(Most optimism about social intervention and supportive re-

search evidence has focused on the more mildly retarded and less insti-

tutionalized individuals.) "Do different environments, all of which are
apparently more normalized, affect residents differently?
if any should be endorsed?"

If so, which

These questions suggested that the relation

ship between the environment and residents should be the empirical focus
of this project.

However, observation and experience in the setting revealed

other important participants:

direct-care staff.

Because doors were

frequently locked, clients could only use environments with staff permission.

Furthermore, most training of clients was performed by direct-

care staff.

If new environments were to be used appropriately, specific

action by staff was required.

For example, direct-care staff serve as

examples by model ing appropriate (or inappropriate) behavior;
also teach socially-acceptable norms of privacy and modesty.

they can

Given the

powerful role of the staff, a three-way focal problem was conceptualized

residents, staff and built environment.

The relationships between these elements were viewed from the
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perspective offered by "opportunity for control."

This is illustrated

The normalized physical environment offers the direct

in Figure 1.4.

opportunity for residents to control arousal/stimulation, information
and privacy.
trol

It also offers the opportunity for staff to directly con-

those dimensions.

Finally, it allows the staff the opportunity to

model and teach.

The larger system

.

Even though the focal problem (the relation-

ships of residents, staff and designed environment) was the critical
issue in the evaluation, it was clear that other actors could affect
this triad.

For example, involvement by parents can alter treatment of

residents by direct care staff;
(or discourage)

training;

administrative policies can encourage

professional staff can potentially train resi-

dents to use the designed environment.

These other agents within the

State School system were coined the larger system ;

they are not the

focus of evaluation, yet are important influences.

This system is il-

lustrated in Figure 1.5.

Since the focal problem dictated an emphasis on the physical
living environment , most attention was given to this area, and there were
no direct observations of work and programming settings, administrators,

and so on.

The larger system was monitored by formal and informal in-

terviews, participant and nonparticipant observation, and freguent site
visits.
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The ELEMR Project:

central argument

.

The convergent perspectives des-

cribed above forms the basis of the ELEMR Project.

In terms of the anal-

ysis of the large data base they provided three central questions:
1.

Did the staff and residents use, recognize and respect personal/

private spaces?

Recognition of at least some change in spatial

usage was seen as a necessary prerequisite for more profound
changes that might result from physical normalization.
2.

Did staff- resident interactions improve?

Pretest data and other

studies have shown that interactions that d^d exist were often

focused on day-to-day chores rather than training.

Yet, only

through training by staff could residents learn to control their
lives and gain some measure of independent functioning.

Hence,

the frequency and content of staff-resident interaction was seen
as a central question.
3.

What was the effect of renovations on resident social and solitary behaviors?
is

If the normalization of physical

environments

to have a significant positive effect on residents, there

must be

a

measurable impact on their overt behavior.

These three questions were analyzed by comparing the reactions
of residents labeled "severely and profoundly retarded" and staff as they

interacted with several different envrionments.

It is important to note

that these residents were considered to be very low functioning.

Pre-

vious studies such as Hansels and Gretels (Braginsky and Braginsky, 1971)
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have shown that quite capable individuals can respond to environments;
it remained to be demonstrated that this low- functional-level group

could also respond.
It was expected that more normalized built environments could

beneficially affect residents and staff behavior patterns.

At the same

time, some environmental designs were expected to be more effective than

The ELEMR research strategy was formulated with special atten-

others.

tion to the differences among the various interior designs.
In order to address these questions,

a

the ELEMR Project employed

variety of methods to understand how the renovations would affect

residents and staff.

The methods (described in detail

section) focused on four topics:

in the Methods

documenting the designed environment,

directly observing resident behavior, observing staff-resident interactions, and explorations with supplemental measures.

The designed environment was documented both before and after
renovations.

Documentation included photographic description of all

spaces, floor plan and narrative descriptions of interior materials,
and acoustic measurements.

The residents were observed directly using a behavior checklist

during several observation periods before and after renovations.

Time

sampling of behavior allowed assessment of the proportion of time spent
in various behaviors,

behavior.

for example, in social, solitary, or stereotyped

In addition,

in the building.

each observed behavior was coded for its location
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A separate observation scheme was used to record both the fre-

quency and quality of staff-resident interactions.

The scheme followed

interactions through several steps, recording, among other aspects, the
person who initiated the interaction (e.g., resident or attendant) and
the context of the interaction (e.g., social, personal care, ward acti-

vity, training).

The broad methodological perspective of the ELEMR Project dictated adoption of a number of supplementary qualitative and quantitative

measures.

These included:

participant and non-participant observation,

structured and unstructured interviews, an experimental speech discrimination study, the critical

incidents technique, and an analysis of in-

stitutional records.

The environments were evaluated by collecting data before and after three sequences of moves that involved different combinations of

resident functional abilities and environments.
volved the movement of

a

The first sequence in-

moderately functioning group from an unrenovated

dorm building with open wards and dayhalls to either a corridor-style

renovation with large central lounges and bedroom wings with double-loaded
corridors, or to a suite-style renovation with bedrooms surrounding

a

small common lounge.

The second sequence involved study of extremely low functioning

residents who experienced both the unrenovated dorms and the corridor
style renovation.
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The third sequence involved moderate- to-low functioning residents who moved from unrenovated dorms to a module-style renovation.
This renovation included 4% foot high partitions arranged in the former

open wards and dayhalls to provide some privacy while seated or prone.

Summary

Previous sections have described the conceptual and methodological

perspectives that influenced the ELEMR Project.

the Project is indebted to the ethological

observation:

Methodologically,

tradition of naturalistic

many observations were made over

a

three year period;

the

analytic thrust was exploratory and descriptive rather than a constrained

hypothesis-testing posture.

Conceptually, the Project took a social-

physical systems perspective.

The various actors in the State-School

system were seen as mutually interactive and dependent on both immediate

experience and outside forces such as funding and treatment models.

"Opportunity for control" provided

a

linkage between personal

development, the designed environment and treatment issues.

The designed

environments should offer the opportunity to control social interaction
and physical stimulation;

social considerations, such as treatment by

staff, dictate whether control

is to be realized.

Personal growth is

not likely to occur without personal control.
In addition, policy concerns dictated a focal

elements:

residents, staff and the built environment.

problem with three
The interactions
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of these three elements were analyzed from the viewpoint of "opportunity
for control."

Finally, the larger system was monitored from the per-

spective of the focal problem.

CHAPTER
THE SETTING
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BELCHERTOWN STATE SCHOOL

Introduction

Belchertown State School

(BSS)

is a

large rural institution for

the developmental ly disabled located in western Massachusetts.

Con-

structed in the 1920s and 1930s, BSS has an architectural design that
reflects an institutional treatment model accepted at that time.
of the residents are housed in moderate-sized buildings

dents) on

a

rolling campus.

Most

(40 to 55 resi-

At the outset of the ELEMR Project, each

building contained six 30 foot by 40 foot rooms, three of which slept
15 to 20 residents

in an open-ward arrangement.

These are illustrated

The remaining rooms served as dayhalls,

in the accompanying photographs.

dining halls, or multipurpose rooms.

These rooms were designed in

a

familiar institutional scheme, using asbestos tile floors, plaster or
ceramic tile walls, and plaster ceilings.

Plaster walls were usually

painted in pastel colors, with glossy paint low on the walls and flat
paint above.

Furnishings were sparse, institutional in design, and were

often poor in condition.
The population of residents at BSS has changed dramatically in
the last six years.

Since 1970 the population has dropped from about

1500 to 700 residents.

The most functionally capable have left the in-

stitution for halfway houses and other community residences.
44

Consequently
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those observed in this study are predominantly those who have been labeled "severely and profoundly retarded."

The residents in this study

are ambulatory, physically healthy adult men and women, most of whom

have spent the bulk of their lives in large institutional settings.

They

range in day-to-day functional skills from those who require considerable assistance in dressing and toileting to others who show modest in-

dependence.

In comparison to institutions that have not gone through a

similar depopulation, the residents would represent the least functionally developed and least socially skilled, those for whom there has been

attributed least hope of improvement or development.

This is important

to note in relationship to the expected magnitude of gains or changes in

behavior that can potentially result from renovations.
The direct - care staff in this study are those with the greatest

day-to-day contact with residents.
in the residents'

Despite the centrality of their role

lives, direct-care staff tend to have low status on

the grounds of the school.

They tend to be poorly paid and poorly edu-

cated, although the average level of education has increased somewhat

over recent years at this particular state school.

A custodial-mainten-

ance attitude toward residents is reinforced by high resident/staff ratios

(effectively 15 to 30 residents to each staff member), by training

that has emphasized physical care of residents, and by the lack of material and educational support.
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Renovations

The early 1970s witnessed increasing activism by parents and by
the general

public.

This activism resulted in

behalf of the residents

(

a

class-action suit on

Ricci v. Greenblatt ). The decision in this case

found that the constitutional right to treatment of the residents had
been violated, and awarded $2.6 million to BSS for physical renovations.
The buildings included in the ELEMR research were among those remodeled
as a result of this court settlement.

The court's consent decree estab-

lished the time schedule and general physical characteristics of the re-

novations.

A complex design-process emerged.

The form of the renovations

was determined by the court, the Friends of Belchertown, and the admini-

stration.

Moreover,

a

for design development.

very brief time-period and low budget was allotted
Finally, although the renovations were composed

entirely of modifications of building interiors, no interior designer
was involved.

The designs that resulted were influenced by the perceptions of
the various participants, and the quality of the designs clearly suffered

from the fiscal and time pressures placed on the architect, Bradley As-

sociates of Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
As a result of fiscal

limitations, the ELEMR Project focused on

three design forms that were part of the normalization of physical en-

vironments at BSS.

These designs are illustrated in the accompanying

plans and photographs.

The first design was

a

renovation of the old
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institutional buildings inspired by the concept of landscaped offices:
the module design

.

Shoulder-height partitions (4^ feet high) divided

the large wards and dayhalls into 12 semi private modular units and a

small

lounge area.

A plan of this renovation is shown in Figure 2.2

(the dark vertical and horizontal

lines represent partitions);

views are presented in the photographs.

Each modular unit had

dresser/closet, desk, and mirror with corkboard.

several
a

bed,

The low height of the

walls dictated that visual privacy was only offered when seated or prone.
Also, the placement of the walls and dressers provided less privacy for

some modules than others.

The beds in the two modules in the center of

each room were actually on pathways to the rear modules and were easily

they offered little privacy compared

visible from the lounges as well;

to the corner modules, which provided a bit more.

by a central

Lighting was controlled

switch for each large room (wiring and lighting could not be

altered as part of the renovations), and sound communicated easily from
lounges to modules.

The second renovation was
lege dormitory.

a

corridor design and resembled

col-

The building that was renovated was constructed more

recently (1968) and permitted

a

different design scheme.

This is illus-

trated by floor-plans (Figures 2.3a and 2.3b) and by photographs.
tral

a

activity core included an entrance foyer,

tv/o

A cen-

large lounges, two

smaller lounges, staff offices, and staff and resident bathrooms.
large lounges had terrazzo floors, and wood and sheetrock walls.

The

They
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were furnished with comfortable but very heavy vinyl-covered furniture.
An attempt was made at acoustical

treatment by adding carpet panels to

ceiling beams and walls.
The foyer also had terrazzo floors and had ceramic tile walls.

There were several sofas in the foyer.

Bathrooms allowed some privacy

while toileting and showering, but sinks were lined up in dormitory
style.

The central activity core was flanked by two double-loaded bedThese hallways were

room corridors, one for men, the other for women.

carpeted and were separated from the central area by fire doors.

Bed-

rooms were double or single rooms and had beds, dressers, mirrors, chairs,

and closets.

left unlocked.

The bedroom doors were lockable, although they were usually
Lights were individually controlled by occupants of each

room.

The third renovation was a suite design

.

Eight- foot- tall parti-

tions were introduced into the old ward rooms and dayhalls to provide

four-room suites.

However, because of the requirements of the heating

system, there were gaps at the top of the partitions.

were 2 to 4 person bedrooms;

the third served as

a

Three of the rooms

lounge.

The bedrooms

were attractively furnished with area rugs, drapery, dressers, chairs,
and beds.

However, as in the corridor design the furniture was vinyl-

covered and heavy.

The bedrooms were individually lit by wall-mounted

light fixtures in each room and were controlled by switches accessible
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to room occupants.

The lounges were completely furnished.
vinyl

covered sofas and chairs,

some had lamps.

a

Each room had heavy

television, and a coffee table, and

CHAPTER

I

I

I

RESEARCH METHODS

The methods and procedures used in the ELEMR Project were both

comprehensive and necessarily complex.
methods in three major sections:

1)

strategy and naturalistic perspectives

This chapter will outline these

an introduction to the research

,

2)

description of the behavioral

observation procedures, and 3) description of our other complementary
research methods.

Research Strategy

Overview of methods

.

The goal of the ELEMR investigation was to under-

stand the effects of several designed environments on developmental ly

disabled residents and direct-care staff.

In order to achieve this goal,

several data-gathering methods were used to establish a baseline before

renovations, then were used again in the renovated environments to un-

derstand the effects of those settings.
The prerenovation baselines included one to three "observation
periods."

Each observation period spanned about six weeks, and the per-

iods were four to eight months apart.

included similar six-week observations.

The postrenovation observations
At the time of these observa-

tions, residents and staff had experienced the new environments for six

months to one year.
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The methodological approach of the project dictated that highly

reliable direct observation of residents and staff were supplemented

with

a

broad range of qualitative techniques.

This permitted the rela-

tive strengths of some methods to compensate for weaknesses in others.

Resident observations included a behavior checklist with trained
observers coding resident behaviors into discrete categories.
Staff observations were also based on a behavior checklist, but

focused more specifically on interactions with residents and other

Other methods included virtually continuous nonparticipant and

staff.

participant observations
a

,

interviews

acoustic and noise measurements

,

,

speech discrimination experiment , and utilization of institutional

records

The use of various measures facilitated an understanding of the

.

complex social and physical changes represented by the renovations.
An overview of the research strategy is presented in Figure 3.1.

Naturalistic observation

.

A naturalistic perspective forms the backbone

of the ELEMR Project research strategy.

This perspective emphasizes

that behavior must be studied through careful observations of natural
settings.
havior;

The goal of naturalistic observation is not to manipulate be-

rather, it is to describe and discover patterns that exist

without the researcher's intervention.

The emphasis is on observation

of people's overt behavior, while verbal reports of motives, emotions,
and thoughts are given less weight.

Verbal reports are often colored by

the perspectives, needs, and biases of the reporter.

Moreover, verbal
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reports are inherently insensitive to important events and patterns of

behavior of which the actors themselves are not aware.

Almost all the analyses in this report were generated through
naturalistic observation using techniques designed not to disturb natural
behavior patterns.

These analyses depended upon serendipitous occur-

rences (e.g., changes in environmental settings, naturally occurring

comparison groups) rather than artificially manipulated events as the
occasion for gathering research data.

Interviews and verbal reports were

used as complements to analyses of direct behavioral observations and

participant observations.

Together they formed

of both perceptions and behaviors.

a

more complete portrait

Most importantly, this ethological

or naturalistic research strategy allowed the researchers to gain more

confidence that events observed, behavior patterns discerned, and the
social

relationships discovered were not simply artifacts of artificial

situations contrived by researchers.
The ELEMR research strategy did not control the decisions con-

cerning research setting.

Hence it was anticipated that populations

of residents and staff would shift unexpectedly because of renovation and

building schedules or administrative decisions, and this in in fact what
happened.

For example, an infirmary ward was studied before renovations

only to find that contractors' schedules delayed renovations until after
all

data collection was completed;

at one point residents were partially

reassigned to buildings according to their county of birth;

some residents
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observed before renovations left for community placement, and so on.
From the original number of environmental settings (buildings), residents,
and staff in the research sample,

smaller number were selected that

a

would allow clear comparisons and informative analyses.

The analyses

reported in this study represent that subset of the total data base that
is

truly useful information.

Over the entire data collection period, 9

different building settings were observed

(1 to 5

observation periods

each, totalling 17 building observations), 141 individual residents, and
50 direct-care staff members.

The final analyses were made of the se-

quences where reasonable comparisons could be made between the unrenovated and the renovated environments.
ings

These included 4 different build-

(totalling 10 building observations), 92 residents, and 33 direct-

care staff.
Finally, naturalistic observation allowed a more flexible and

exploratory approach to observation.

There are, at the outset,

a

wide

range of possible social and behavioral outcomes when research is con-

ducted in natural uncontrolled settings.

(This is especially true when

studying innovative programs such as the one at BSS.)
changes are possible in resident or attendant behavior;

materialize as

a

consequence of the program.

sirable to gain as comprehensive

a

Many important
not all will

In such cases,

it is de-

view of the situation as possible.

How-

ever, this requires that the researcher use some discretion in choosing

which data will be analyzed and reported.

More was observed and measured.
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be analyzed and compared.
In each case two types of resident comparisons were scrutin-

ized;

between - group samples and within - group samples

.

The between-

group was the entire sample observed in the setting who had not neces-

sarily been observed in other settings;
23

residents.

this group included from 15 to

The within-group was a subsample of residents who were

observed in all settings being compared;

this group included

3

to 12

residents.
The observation of staff members included all direct-care staff
in each building setting at every observation period and included the

same three building comparisons as for resident observations.

Super-

visors and nurses were not observed since their responsibilities were

markedly different than attendants'.
dual

cases each indivi-

In nearly all

staff member was observed during only one observation period.

Transfers and terminated employment (employee turnover was very high
among attendants) made it highly unlikely that staff members would ap-

pear in multiple observation periods.
The three building comparisons are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
1

.

Institutional building to corridor - style to suite - style

.

Residents and staff were observed in these settings at observation periods 3, 5, and 6 respectively.

The between-group samples in each build-

ing setting varied from 15 to 20 residents.

The within-group sample,

those observed in all three settings, consisted of

5

residents.

The
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average IQs^ of residents were 17, 28, and 26 in the institutional, corridor, and suite buildings respectively.

Within BSS these residents'

personal and social development was considered moderate.
2.

Institutional building to corridor - style

staff were observed at observation periods

3

and 6.

Residents and

.

The resident be-

tween-group samples consisted of between 15 and 21 residents;
in-group sample contained

3

were 13 and 15 respectively.

residents.

the with-

The average IQs of these samples

These residents were considered to be

among those at BSS with the lowest functioning social and personal
skills.
3.

Institutional building to modular units

staff were observed at observation periods

3

.

through

Residents and
6.

However, due

to some idiosyncracies within the setting and the administration of the

buildings, there are fewer data points for some variables.

The between-

group samples consisted of 15 to 21 residents with 10 residents in the

within-group sample.

Because of shifts in residents, the average IQs of

the samples varied from 21 to 25 across observation periods.

tuation was random with respect to renovations.

This fluc-

These residents were

considered to be moderately low in social and personal functional level.

It
^IQ has been criticized on both procedural and theoretical grounds.
moreover,
is often hard to measure IQ at the very low end of the scale;
the fundamental meaning of intelligence is unclear, and functional abiliIQ is used here because of its
ty has often been a more useful concept.

wide familiarity and to give a general sense of the group; no support of
The Stanford-Binet test was used in most cases.
the measure is implied.
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Measuring instruments and sampling procedures

Two different measuring

.

instruments were used for behavioral observations of residents and staff.

These two instruments, the behavioral categories analyzed, and the sampling procedures employed are described in this section.

Resident observation procedure

2
.

At observation period

1,

17 to

20 residents were randomly selected from those living in each building

setting under consideration (building populations were 40 to 50 residents).
a

At each subsequent observation period every resident living in

selected building who had been observed before was included in the

sample;

the total sample for each building was maintained at 17 to 20

by randomly selecting additional

residents from the remaining population

to replace those subjects who had left.

The resident observation procedure is a time - sampling direct-

observation scheme in which observations were randomly chosen at fixed
time intervals.

"Behavioral snapshots" were recorded every 15 seconds

for periods of 10 observations

(550 total

intervals for each resident).

The intervals were randomly sampled throughout a building during the

afternoon and evening hours (2:00 pm to 9:00 pm).
shot" required coding the observed behavior of
1

a

Each "behavioral snap-

specific resident into

of 41 mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories that involve several

types of interactive and solitary behaviors, such as "resident-staff
verbal

interaction" or "stationary-intent" (Appendix C).

In addition.

^This procedure was adapted from Viet, Simon and Billings, 1974.
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observers made judgments about the location of residents on a 4 foot by
4

foot gridded floorplan and coded the object nearest to the specific

resident at the time of observation (see "grid code" and "location code"
in

Appendix C).
The analyses of resident behaviors included in this report were

constructed by combining observation codes into an index describing a
general activity.

For example, "resident-resident interaction" includes

interactions that are verbal

(codes 53, 61, and 64), physical

(codes 51

and 65), interactions involving objects (codes 51 and 52), and others.
A summary of these larger behavioral

along with
1.

a

classifications is presented here,

discussion of their conceptual meanings.

Residents' use of their own personal/private spaces

.

Each behav-

ior was coded for "room," "grid location," and "object location."
In the institutional

a

bed.

buildings, each resident had been assigned

In the corridor- and suite-style buildings, each resident

had his/her own living-unit module,
feet.

a

space about 4 feet by 8

Information from the direct-care staff and the location

coding system makes it possible to designate the proportion of
time each resident spent in his/her personal/private space.
2.

Resident intrusions into others' personal/private spaces

.

The

same procedure outlined in (1) above was used to determine the

percentage of time residents spent in others' personal/private
space.
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3.

Resident - staff interactions

All

.

interactions between residents

and staff members are included in this category:

talking, touch-

ing, using an object cooperatively, playing, and aggressive in-

teractions (although aggressive interactions were very rare).
4.

Resident- resident interactions

Similarly, all resident inter-

.

actions are included in this category:
ging, using
5.

a

playing, talking, hug-

puzzle together, and aggression (very rare).

Resident-resident positive social interaction

.

This behavioral

category includes all interactions between residents with the

exception of aggressive interactions.
6.

Resident verbal interactions

.

This category includes all resi-

dent verbal behavior with any other person, staff, visitors, or
research observers.

"Verbal" includes articulate gestures as

well as utterances.
7.

Resident - resident verbal interactions

.

This category is a sub-

category of all resident interactions and includes only verbal
exchanges.
as well

"Verbal" is defined to include articulate gestures

as utterances.

This category does not include such inter-

actions as hugging or other forms of physical contact unless some
verbal exchange is also involved.
8.

Alert

.

This category describes, solitary, noninteractive be-

havior that shows some awareness of ongoing activities.
cludes sitting and watching activities in

a

It in-

room, looking out
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the window or at T.V.

intently, moving from place to place with

clear direction, examining games or other objects, and so forth.
9.

Withdrawn

.

This category also describes solitary noninteractive

behavior, yet only includes behaviors where the resident is not
aware of ongoing activity.

A resident would be considered with-

drawn if he or she is engaged in stereotypic rocking, staring with
a

"glazed" expression, wandering or pacing aimlessly, or otherwise

appearing out of contact with the surrounding community.
Staff (attendant) observation procedure

.

All

direct-care staff

were observed in each building setting in the research design.
ber of staff in each building varied from 2 to

5

(only

1

The num-

staff member re-

fused to allow observation during the 2%-year period when observations
took place).

Due to frequent transfers and

a

very high staff turnover

rate, very few attendants were observed for more than one observation

period.

Supervisory and nursing staff were not included in the sample

due to the incomparability of their work responsibilities.

The staff observation method is an incident - sampl ing attendant-

interaction recording scheme.

Sampling of interactions was not based

on time but rather on event , with events randomly selected.

This in-

strument was used to record both the frequency and characteristics of
staff interactions.

The data were collected by an observer focusing on

one attendant and scoring his/her interactions (or noninteraction) during

^This procedure was adapted from Viet et al

,

1974.
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randomly selected 15-second intervals.

Because this procedure consists

of incident sampling, there is no indication of interaction duration.

During each 6-week observation period, about 550 intervals were recorded
for each attendant in the sample.

These observations took place in the

building settings during the afternoon and evening hours (2:00 pm to
9:00 pm).

As with the resident-observation method, each observer coded

the 4-foot-by-4-foot grid-"square" and the "object location" at which the

behavior occurred (cf., "grid codes" and "location" in Appendix C).
The following staff behaviors and resident-staff interaction char-

acteristics are included in the analyses of this report:
1.

Staff intrusions into residents' personal/private spaces

.

Each

interval observation of attendants could be located within the

physical structure of the building by using

a

combination of

"room codes," "grid-square" locations, and "object locations."

When staff members were observed (either interacting with others
or not interacting) in areas designated as resident personal/

private spaces, this was coded as "staff intrusion."
2.

Staff unjustified intrusions into residents
spaces

.

'

personal/private

Unjustified, in this instance, refers to intrusions

that cannot be justified as incidents where there was staff-

resident social interaction, or where staff were invited into

personal/private spaces by residents.

All staff behaviors in

resident personal/private spaces when no residents were present
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were considered "unjustified" intrusions.

Because of the lack

of clear definition of personal/private space in the institutional
and modular designs, this variable could not be calculated in

these settings.

Unjustified intrusion was measured in the cor-

ridor- and suite-style buildings only.
3.

Staff - initiated interactions with residents

This behavioral

.

category simply refers to any social interaction with
that was initiated by the staff member.

a

resident

Interactions were started

with greetings, questions, commands, or comments.
4.

Resident - initiated interactions with staff

This category in-

.

cludes all social interaction with staff members that were ini-

tiated by
5.

a

resident.

Interaction context
texts
A.

.

All

interactions were coded into 4 con-

:

Personal care

.

Any interaction between

a

resident and

a

staff member that involved the attendant caring for the
resident's physical needs is included in this category.
This includes interactions involving assistance with toileting, feeding, dressing, bathing, or medication as long
as no attempt was being made to formally train the resi-

dent.
B.

Ward activity

.

This category includes all staff-resident

interactions in which the staff member was involved in
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organizing the residents for the purpose of maintaining order.

This would include moving residents from room to room,

lining up residents at the door prior to meals or some outside activity, or physical disciplinary activities such as

breaking up fights.
C.

training

Formal

.

Any staff-resident interaction that involved

the attendant teaching the resident to perform any of the

tasks listed previously under "personal care" or similar
tasks is included in this category (toileting, feeding, dressing, etc.).
D.

Social

.

This behavioral category includes all staff-resident

interactions not required solely as

a

response to residents'

physical needs or as part of the formal job responsibilities
of the attendant.

This includes personal greetings, con-

versations, play, hugging, and other personal forms of interaction.

Validity and meani nqful ness of measures

.

Observation techniques such as

those used in this research project allow the reader to scrutinize the
the ELEMR observation schemes have

validity of category items directly;

been designed specifically to allow such easy checks on face validity.
The behavioral categories reflect important issues in the social and
personal development of residents at

disabled persons.

a

state school for developmental ly

The absence of some of these behaviors (e.g., social
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interaction or alertness) or the relative presence of others (e.g.,

withdrawal) have long been associated with the institutionalized mentally retarded.

Changes in these behavior patterns reflect the develop-

ment of social skills that are valued in themselves and represent the

necessary prerequisites for more sophisticated skills needed for adaptive living.

The observed behavior of attendants constitute indices of

both the quantity and quality of their relationships with the residents
in various environmental

settings.

Finally, although there are short-

comings in the use of quantitative direct observation methods, as is
true with any data collection technique, when this information is com-

bined with complementary observations and measurements, the resulting

information allows

a

multidimensional view of the research questions.

From this perspective clearer and more useful

interpretations and con-

clusions may be drawn.

Reliability of behavioral observations

.

Prior to observing residents

and staff, each observer was trained for 10 to 14 days.^

All

observers

achieved an interrater agreement rate of at least .85 for each behavioral
category in the observation scheme before actual data gathering commenced.

Most behavioral categories were reliably coded at

.95 and .99.

a

level

between

Interrater agreement was rechecked at the midpoint of each

variety of measures such as interviews and participant observation
suggested that the presence of observers had very little impact on
ward activities by the time the training period was over.
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observation period to insure continued reliability of coding.

However,

the behavioral categories analyzed in this report are constructed
from
the sum of several related behavioral categories in the coding scheme
(e.g., resident-resident interaction includes verbal

sical

interaction or cooperative use of objects).

rater disagreements within

a

interaction or phy-

Therefore any inter-

larger category are inconsequential and the

actual reliability of the analyzed behaviors is much higher, approaching
The stability of scores on each variable for residents and staff

1.00.
is

considered to be very high.

Each observation period spanned 6 to 8

weeks, and observations were randomly selected across times and situations.

Statistical considerations
Residents

.

.

Statistical analyses of changes in residents' be -

haviors focused primarily on individual patterns across environmental

settings and only secondarily on changes in group means.

This focus re-

presented the orientation of the ELEMR Project toward individual behavior
patterns rather than group characteristics.

The rationale for this view

is that residents were placed in BSS for very diverse reasons

(e.g.,

epilepsy, brain damage, poor family backgrounds, emotional difficulties)
and to label

the residents as

a

single group would be highly misleading.

(Indeed, one of the few generalizations that is possible about persons

labeled "mentally retarded" is that the variability between individuals
will

be very great on any given behavioral measure.)
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Behavioral patterns were considered to be statistically reliable
if the pattern of behavioral

change of individuals in the within-group

sample (those experiencing all building settings within a comparison
set) met a predetermined criterion of consistency.

The criteria for

each of the behavior-setting comparisons are as follows:
1.

Institutional building to corridor-style to suite-style

observation periods).
on

a

,

(three

The probability of any resident's score,

given variable, increasing or decreasing simply by chance

between the institutional setting and the corridor-style is

.5.

The probability of this score increasing or decreasing between
the corridor-style and the suite arrangement is also .5.

There-

fore the probability of any one pattern of changes over the
p

three settings is .5

or .25 for any individual.

Criterion:

The probability of four out of five of the within-group sample

showing the same pattern of change as the means of the between-

group^ may be calculated to be

distributed as
2.

a binomial

p

.0156.

distribution.

Institutional building to corridor-style
iods).

This statistic is

,

(two observation per-

The probability of any individual’s score on a variable

either increasing or decreasing between these two settings by
chance is .5.

The probability of all three of the within-group

arbi5"Change" in average variable scores for the between-group was
points.
percentage
of
change
2
minimal
trarily defined as a
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sample showing the same pattern of increase or decrease as the

between-group sample will define the criterion of
This is once again distributed as
3.

a

binomial distribution.

Institutional building to modular units
iods).

.125.

p

(five observation per-

,

The chance probability that an individual's score on

a

variable will be lower before renovations than after renovations
is

.5.

The probability that the slope of change from before to

after is greater than the slope of change between any other two

observation periods (0BS2-0BS3, 0BS3-0BS4, 0BS5-0BS6)
(.5)

(.5) or .125.

(.5)

is

The probability of this treatment-effect

criterion being met simply by chance by

7

out of 10 of the within

group sample is described by the binomial distribution as p

.01

In some cases variables could only be

measured during observation

In these cases,

treatment effects were con-

periods 4,

5,

and 6.

sidered reliable if changes in the measured variable occurred

concurrent with changes in the building setting.

If

7

of 10

residents from the within-group sample showed the same pattern,
then p

.01.

There are two major assumptions underlying this approach to statistical

reliability:

Behavioral

scores for each individual are

1)

re-

liable (do not contain error of measurement), and 2) stable estimates of
the "true scores" for that individual.

rater reliability and sampling over

a

The procedures for establishing
long period of time suggest that
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these assumptions may indeed be reasonable (cf.
ioral Observations," p.

78

,

"Reliability of Behav-

).

Consistent with the approach taken here (analysis of individual
patterns of change over time), no inferential statistics were calculated
for comparisons of residents at only one observation period (e.g., highvs.

low-functional-level residents in the corridor-style building at a

single observation period).

Staff

.

Behavioral observations of the staff did not lend them-

selves to the time-series procedures outlined above.

In every observa-

tion period and in each building, all direct-care staff were observed
(3 to

5

staff per building).

However, it was rare that

a

staff member

could be observed at more than one observation period due to transfers
and

a

very high employee- turnover rate.

In all

cases then, analyses

report mean scores for direct-care staff in each building setting.

We

have taken the perspective that behavioral patterns of staff members are

more reflective of the setting conditions than of the staff's individual
personality.

Two case studies of staff members observed in the corridor

building and later in the suite-style building increased our confidence
in the veracity of this perspective.

Six behavioral categories were

considered for the staff members in the two different settings (i.e.,
staff in residents' personal/private space, staff in bedroom area,
staff initiations with residents, resident initiations with staff, no
interaction, and staff interactions with other staff).

The six behaviors
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occurred in virtually the same rank order of frequency for both attendants in each setting.

This pattern is illustrated in Appendix

Quantitative data:
this document all

the form of reported analyses

B.

Throughout

.

reported analyses represent average (mean) percentage

scores for the behavioral variables under consideration.

individual in the condition under discussion who had
of observations was equally weighted.®

a

That is, each

sufficient number

Sample sizes are reported on each

graph.

Because of some peculiarities of percentage data distributions,
it is customary to conduct analyses on the transformed scores rather

than the raw data.

There are several standard transformation procedures:

logit, probit, arc sin, square root (Bishop et al

,

1975, pp.

366-369).

Logit-transformed data analyses were conducted for the variables reported
in this document.

The behavioral patterns were found to be substantially

the same as those indicated by the raw scores.

In the interests of

easier comprehension and intuitive meaningful ness of analyses, only raw

percentage scores are reported here.

The pattern of change for these be-

haviors from the corridor building to the suites was the same for both

staff members and was consistent with comparisons of the larger groups
of attendants in the two settings.

^In most cases residents were observed at least 400 times.
sometimes observed less.

Staff were
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Complementary and Multiple Methods

Every data collection technique is limited in what it can detect, biased in the form of data it generates, and inherently incapable
of achieving satisfactory description of human phenomena.

est of addressing these problematic qualities of

a

In the inter-

single data-col lection

procedure, a variety of complementary techniques were utilized.

As will

be seen in the succeeding sections, a variety of methods were used to

corroborate and elaborate findings and to investigate ambiguities.

A

multimethodological approach was adopted by the ELEMR Project in order
to allow more comprehensive and valid conclusions to be drawn.

Participant and nonparticipant observation

.

These techniaues are basic-

ally qualitative/conceptual in nature and are employed to help grasp the

underlying practices, values, and interactive networks that operate in
setting.

a

Rather than attempting to develop specific categories and

measure the frequency of behaviors, the participant observer attempts to
synthesize his/her observations with information provided through discussions with informants and consideration of general interactive and lan-

guage styles used by individuals in a setting.

This technique is espe-

cially useful in that its flexibility allows us to identify changing
social concepts.

Also, it is sensitive to relationships and perceptions

that operate in complex social systems.

Participant and nonparticipant observations in the ELEMR Project
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include nearly two years of observations of staff routines, interactions
with residents, and interactions between staff members as well as two

weeks of observation with the observer working as an attendant in one
of the building settings.

These procedures and the subsequent analyses

are reported in the Wheeler (1978) and are referred to throughout this

report.

Interviews and the critical incidents technique

.

Throughout the four

years of the ELEMR Project, both formal and informal interviews were

conducted with staff members and administrators at BSS.
informal

At the most

level, every site visit by the research team included conver-

sations, questions, answers, and comments by attendants and administrators.

This information became

a

part of the data for our analyses.

More

formally, several attendants and some lower-level administrators agreed
to in-depth interviews concerning work routines, the relationships be-

tween staff and residents, interstaff relationships, perceptions of

building renovation program, and other major issues of interest to them
and the research project.

The most structured interviewing technique was the critical incidents technique.

Although it can be utilized as an evaluative scale

for rating therapeutic progress, it was used primarily in the ELEMR Pro-

ject as

a

means of eliciting staff concepts and perceptions of residents.

Each staff member interviewed (110 staff) was asked to report six spe-

cific incidents of resident behavior which s/he considered positive or
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negative.

These incidents spanned the entire range of resident life as

viewed by the direct-care staff.

These incidents were later rated by

attendants, professional staff, and others according to their understanding of the progress toward or regression from normality that each speci-

fic incident illustrated.

It was then possible to glean further infor-

mation about social perceptions, staff concerns, and perspectives on
residents at the institution from the elicited incidents of resident behavior and the staff's rating of these incidents.
critical

The results of the

incidents technique are described in more depth in Zimring

(1976).

Resident institutional records

.

As in most institutions, BSS keeps vo-

luminous records of all residents.

These records (medical records, and

Title XIX evaluations) were utilized as a means of considering various
individual difference characteristics that might be relevant to resident

responses to built environments.

The choice of records to be used in

data analyses was based on considerations of the meaningful ness and re-

liability of the information gleaned from interviews with those supervising their collection.

Among those evaluative measures utilized for

analysis are IQ, age, sex, measures of ability in feeding, dressing,
bathing, and so on.

A variety of analyses were conducted to understand

the relationship of these variables to the behavioral observation data.

A more complete description of the records and analyses are reported in

Weitzer (1978).
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Protection of Human Rights

It has been of paramount importance to the researchers that the

conduct of this research be such that it protects the dignity, as well
as the personal,

study.

All

legal, and civil rights of all persons involved in the

data that were generated from direct observation and admini-

strative records were coded and kept in the strictest confidence to protect the privacy and anonymity of the residents and staff.

The research-

ers were subject to the control of the superintendent of Belchertown

State School or his designate, and the Human Subject Committee of the

University of Massachusetts and local union officials to insure that the
human rights of those participating as subjects were in no way violated.
The rules and regulations of Belchertown State School and the Department
of Mental Health of the State of Massachusetts (Regulation MH 6.1) were

strictly complied with at all times.

This, of course, included the

obligation to receive "informed consent" agreements from all residents,
or their guardians, and staff before they were included in the study.
All

publications consequent to this research include only anonymous

data.

There has been absolutely no identification of any individuals.

In those cases

where proper names occur in reports (e.g., participant

observation), they are pseudonyms designed specifically to protect the

anonymity of participants.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following sections present specific research results and

briefly discuss them.

Following the presentation of results, the con-

struct of "opportunity for control" will be further elaborated.

Finally,

the implications of the ELEMR findings and of opportunity for control

will be presented.

Introduction

Overview of research strategy
ioral

.

This dissertation addresses the "behav-

hypothesis" that underlies the built-environment implications of

the normalization principle:

Normalized environments encourage more

normal behavior of adults labeled "severely and profoundly retarded."

The major strategy for investigating this hypothesis involved the eval-

uation of specific buildings through analysis of direct observations
of residents, direct observations of staff, participant and nonpartici-

pant observations, interviews, and other measures.

However, before specific building analyses were undertaken, it
was important to discover which personal characteristics of residents,
if any, predicted resident responsiveness to the living environment.

Although this type of investigation is important in any research, it was
especially critical in the ELEMR Project because it was not possible to
randomly assign residents to settings.
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In experimental

social science,

89

randomization adds assurance of the comparability of groups;

in real-

world research such as at BSS, this is often impossible.

Analysis of resident characteristics

.

Before more detailed analyses

were undertaken it was important to understand two relationships:
the residents'

1)

how

personal characteristics predicted their use of the liv-

ing environment;

and 2) the relationship of these characteristics with

various social and solitary behaviors.^

Several background measures

were examined to see how they correlated with use and with the social and
solitary behaviors.
For each of the residents observed at BSS, information was col-

lected concerning their personal histories and functional abilities.

These data were drawn from the medical records maintained in the central

records at BSS, and from Medicaid Title XIX evaluations.

From the

medical records the residents' age, sex, age at admission to BSS, year
of admission, length of tenure at BSS, and record of previous institu-

tional placement were recorded.

The Title XIX records provided the most

recent IQ score for the residents, as well as twenty-two more specific

measures of intellectual and functional abilities.
To test the relation between these individual characteristics

and the behaviors observed at BSS, correlation and regression analyses

^These analyses were performed by William Weitzer and are described in
more depth in Weitzer (1978).
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were used.

The resident characteristic data were viewed as the indepen-

dent variables and several of the behavioral categories used by the

ELEMR Project were used as dependent variables.
ables consisted of two types:

1)

These dependent vari-

measures of the use of personal/pri-

vate space, and 2) measures of social behavior (e.g., all social behavior, resident-resident social
ior, positive social

behavior).

behavior, resident-resident verbal behav-

behavior, and resident-resident positive social

Initial analyses indicated that conventional demographic

characteristics (age, sex, age at admission, year of admission, years in
the institution) did not predict either spatial or social behavior.

This

finding allowed all further analyses to be conducted ignoring demographic

distinctions.

Analysis of the relationship of resident functional level (using
ratings from the Title XIX reports) and observed social behavior indi-

cated that higher functioning residents tended to be more social.

How-

ever, further analyses, after residents moved to renovated buildings,

revealed

a

marked weakening of this relationship.

That is, on the whole,

personal characteristics such as dressing skills, feeding skills and IQ

were poor predictors of social behavior for residents living in the
more normal renovated environments.
Individual resident characteristics were found to be unrelated
to the residents'

vate space.

use of private space and their respect of others' pri-

However, the use of private spaces were found to be highly
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correlated with the specific type of built environment in which the
residents lived (corridor, suite or module).

For further elaboration,

see Weitzer (1978).

These more general analyses suggest that some renovated designs

were affecting residents.
pursue

a

Further analyses were conducted in order to

more systematic and differentiated understanding.

While social

behavior was seen to be related to residents' functional skills, this
relationship also seemed to have some more complex relationship to the
kind of environment in which these persons lived.

While built environ-

ments were clearly shown to correlate with residents' use of space, the

specifics of this relationship was still unclear.

consideration of these questions

is

Further analysis and

contained in the following sections.

Specific Building Comparisons

The overall analyses have indicated that environments are
erful

predictor of some behaviors such as spatial usage.

a

pow-

To elaborate

these predictions, several environments were analyzed in terms of three

specific questions:
1.

Did staff and residents use, recognize, and respect personal/

private space?

It was taken as a necessary prerequisite that

staff and residents use the new environments in some way before
they experience more profound changes.
2.

Did staff-resident interactions change?

Institutionalized
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residents needed training in order to learn to use more normalized environments in the most effective way, and most teaching

of residents occurred through interactions with direct-care

staff members.
3.

Did resident social and solitary behaviors change?

If the nor-

malization of environments was to be valuable, it should have
impacted such behaviors as:

amount of residents' interactions

with other residents, quality of residents'

interactions,

residents' alertness.

These three questions were addressed in the context of three environmental "sequences" that occurred at the State School.

These se-

quences -- residents and staff experiencing different living environ-

ments -- represented specific groups of residents and staff as they in-

teracted with specific designed environments.
1.

The sequences were:

Institutional building to a corridor renovation to suites

.

This

involved moderate functioning residents interacting with three

designed environments over time.

They first lived in unrenovated

dayhalls, then moved to corridor-style renovations that had

double-loaded corridors of double and single bedrooms flanking
large central lounges, then moved to suite-style renovations

with several -person bedrooms surrounding central lounge spaces.
2.

Institutional building to

a

corridor renovation

.

This sequence

involved very low functioning residents interacting with two
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environments over time:

unrenovated dorms and corridor-style

renovations.
3.

Unrenovated dorms to modular units

.

This sequence involved

moderate to low functioning residents as they interacted with
two environments over time:

style renovations.

unrenovated dorms and modular-

The modular-style renovations consisted of

foot high partitions placed in the former ward rooms and dayhalls.

These partitions formed 12 "modular units" which offered

some visual privacy for residents while seated or prone.

The results (below) will present analyses of the three sequences.
The questions outlined above will be addressed separately in each section.

From an institutional building to

Overview

.

a

corridor - renovation to suites

.

The data in these analyses show that when architectural

environments allow residents to utilize their own private/personal spaces
and when these private rooms are clearly separated from public social

areas

,

adul ts labeled "severely and profoundly retarded" show clear im-

provements in their social and individual development

.

Moreover, it

is

important to understand that the social development of these "retarded"
individuals occurs in close relationship with the direct - care staff and

within the context of

a

larger institutional and social structure.

The

research findings reported here testify to the potential for improved
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built environments to alter the institutionalized patterns of
these

staff-resident relationships.

But equally important, these findings

also suggest the limitations of built environment interventions for

changing behavior patterns in the face of powerful institutional inertia.
A variety of research methods were used to monitor the behavior
of residents and staff as they moved between three environmental settings:

1)

the institutional style with open wards and dayhalls, 2) the

corridor style building with private bedrooms on

a

double loaded hall-

way, 3) and the suite style arrangements with three bedrooms opening onto
a

lounge area.

This sequence is illustrated in figure 4.1.

As discussed previously, these environments may be characterized
as offering more or less opportunity to control

perience.

personal and social ex-

Environments that offer more opportunity for control contain

the structure, signs, and symbols that may allow residents to develop

more normative social and personal behaviors.

The institutional setting

clearly offers the least opportunity for such control

(no private space

secluded from others, no separation of private and public areas).

Al-

though the suite arrangement does offer more private bedroom spaces, it
does not clearly separate the public and private areas.

Of these three

designs, the corridor style offers the greatest advantages of privacy,

which is especially notable in the bedroom arrangement and in the clear
separation of bedrooms from public social areas.
The findings that support these conclusions are based on the
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FIGURE

4.1

BUILDING ENVIRONMENT
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SEE PAGE

FROM BEDROOM AREA.
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•THREE
,,,
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A SMALL LOUNGE AREA
-EACH RESIDENT HAD A SEMIPRIVATE BEDROOM
-BEDROOMS OPENED DIPECTLY
ONTO CENTRAL LOUNGES
SEE PAGE

46
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comparison of groups of residents and staff in the three environments.
This comparison is based on analysis of the entire sample in each set-

ting and a separate analysis of

a

subsample of residents that exper-

ienced living in all three settings.

Although all residents in our study

have been labeled "severely or profoundly retarded," the results also

include special analysis of residents considered to be among the lowest

functioning adults at the state school
4.2).

(average IQ = 15.1) (cf.

Figure

Analysis of this group helped elaborate the findings from the

higher functioning residents (average IQ

=

28.2) and increases the gen-

erality of the results.
Use , recognition , and respect of personal/private spaces
mal izing the

1

Nor -

.

iving environment , providing personal /private spaces

,

can

only affect resident social behavior if residents can learn to utilize
the opportunities available

.

This is an especially important prerequi-

site for "severely and profoundly retarded" adults with long institutional

histories -- adults who have spent 10 to 40 years of their lives in institutional settings.

(The mean for the present sample is 30.7 years).

If they cannot learn to use more normal

environments then they cannot be

expected to show consequent changes in social development.
an equally important role to be played by the staff.

But there is

Physically isolated

spaces are only private if they are respected by other residents and staff.
In

order for resi dents to recognize and use pri vate and public spaces

support more normative social behavior the staff should
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arid^

re spect residents'

deer

privacy

.

The built environment must provide

signs end symbols that discourage the staff and residents from

intruding at will

into others' private areas.

At the same time the in-

terior design should encourage individuals to utilize their own private
spaces for personal behavior, retreat, or private social interactions.
1)

is

Staff

.

One index of staff respect for personal/private spaces

the percentage of time staff spend intruding into these areas.

may, of course, be many legitimate reasons for such intrusions.

There
But all

things being equal, if the designed environment is to be effective in

encouraging personal autonomy by residents it sould provide some solitude;

an environment should discourage intrusion by staff to some min-

imum necessary level for insured safety and supervision.

Redesigned

buildings do in fact seem to affect the level of staff intrusions.

percentage of

al

1

The

staff behavior which occurred in residents personal/

private spaces was highest in the institutional design (x = 13.3%)

,

low -

est in the corridor style building (x = 2.3%) and intermediate in the

suite arrangement (x

=

7.1%) (cf.

Figure 4.3)

.

The available data for both higher and lower functioning groups

comparing institutional buildings to the corridor style reveals that
the staff not only decreased intrusions but also spent

a^

smaller percentage

2ln the institutional buildings with open sleeping wards, resident personal/private space was within arm's length of the resident's designated
bed.
In the corridor- and suite-style buildings, personal/private
spaces were fully enclosed bedrooms with doors.
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^ th^ jUme jn

^le general bedroom area (i.e.

,

the large ward room in

institutional buildings, the hallway and bedroom in the corridor
style).
The staff working with the higher functioning group of residents
decreased

their frequency of behavior in bedroom areas very dramatically
(institutional

bedroom area = 27.3% -- corridor bedroom area = 3.4%).

A paral-

pattern of differences occurred among staff working with the most

lel

severely handicapped individuals (institutional bedroom area = 24.9% -corridor bedroom area = 16.3%) (cf. Figure 4.4).

Scrutiny of the patterns of fewer staff intrusions in the redesigned buildings adds strength to the findings.

Because personal/

private areas in the corridor-style building were completely enclosed,
it was possible to estimate the percentage of "unjustified"^ staff in-

trusions.

In the corridor-style buildings

(which had low overall

in-

trusion levels), staff were found to intrude when no one else was present

only 0.8% of the time with higher functioning residents and 3% with the
lowest functioning residents (cf. Figure 4.4).

These figures again sug-

gest that the designed environment may have discouraged staff wandering/
searchi ng/survei
wi

1
1

"

1 1

ance behaviors that typically lead to intrusions "at

into residents' privacy
2

)

Residents

.

.

The pattern of resident recognition of personal/

private spaces parallels that of the di rect-care staff:

residents use

^Those intrusions that occurred when the staff member was alone in
resident's private space.

a

(Q3Dva3AV S3Dvir\J3oa3d ivnaiAiaiMi)
aOIAVH39 3TV dO NOIlUOdOUd
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their own personal/private spaces most

jUie

iji

corridor - style building

(23%) and much less in either the institutional

suite-style (9.6%)

.

building (4.9%) or the

This is shown in Figure 4.5.

Moreover, there is

some evidence that even the lower functioning group of residents showed
a

significant utilization of private space when living in the corridor-

style buildings, as is illustrated in Figure 4.6.

And finally, when

residents were in their private spaces in the corridor-style building,
it is apparent that they were not simply withdrawing from social

acitvity.

For both higher and lower functioning residents (average IQs of 21.18

and 15.1 respectively),

a

considerable amount of time spent in their own

bedrooms was with at least one other person present (19.1% and 14.6%)^
(cf.

Figure 4.7).
If we are concerned wi th the residents'

use personal/private spaces appropriately

,

ability to recognize and

then it is important not only

that they use their own bedrooms but that they also respect the privacy
of others

others'

.

One index of such respect is the frequency of intrusions into

personal/private areas.

Again, residents intruded into others'

private spaces most in the institutional buildings
in the two redesigned buildings

4.8%)

(Figure 4.8).

(corridor-style:

(

19. 1%)

6.4%;

and at least

suite-style:

As with other results, even the lower functioning

groups of residents intruded into other's private rooms very infrequently

^To protect the right to privacy of the residents, the actual activity
in the private space was not observed.
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(1.9%).

And for both lower and higher functioning residents, a large

proportion of the time spent in others' private rooms was not alone
(lower functioning residents = 80%;
48.5%)

(Figure 4.9).

higher functioning residents

=

This raises the possibility that what little in-

trusion did occur in the corridor - style building may actual ly have been

socializing
3)

.

Participant observation and interviews

.

At this point in sum-

marizing the results of the quantitative data, information gathered from
participant observation and interviews with staff members provides some
clarification.

There is little evidence to suggest that the staff's

attitudes about their work, the residents, or the importance of personal
control and privacy were affected by these changes in the designed en-

vironments.

On the whole, staff members expressed considerable pessi-

mism concerning residents' ability to recognize and use private or semiprivate bedrooms.

The renovated designs were typically perceived as

a

new problem adding to their already difficult work situation.

They (waving toward
"The renovations don't make any difference.
the residents) don't know or care where they are," an attendant
said.

Today I noticed that all the "knock before you go in" stuff was
pretty much dispensed with (referring to residents' private bedrooms) and Martha and Jamie (attendants) pretty much just went in,
or knocked on their way in, seldom really knocked and waited for
When things got too rushed, it was impossible to waste
an answer.
(from Participant Observation Notes, see
that much time anyway,
Wheeler, 1978)
These themes recur over and over in participant observation notes and
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no
interviews with direct-care staff.

They represent and illustrate wide-

spread perceptions and the very real conflicts inherent in the attendants'
job in

a

large institution (cf. Wheeler, 1978, especially Chapter III,

Section 6).
The clear decreases in staff intrusions into residents' personal/

private spaces in the corridor-style building cannot be explained by
changes in their attitudes about residents or residents' rights to privacy.

Such perceptual or attitudinal changes simply did not occur.

Later analyses shed some light on this apparent contradiction between

observations of decreased intrusion into private spaces by attendants
and equally strong evidence of unchanging attitudes about resident privacy.
4)

Summary

.

The results clearly support the conclusion that

renovated buildings encourage the staff and residents to use and respect
private/personal spaces
is

,

especial ly in the corridor design

.

While there

no evidence that staff attitudes or job pressures changed appreciably,

they did nonetheless decrease

their intrusions into private spaces when

working in the corridor-style building.

Therefore, staff behavior sup-

ported the definition of bedrooms as truly private areas.

In sum,

the

social and physical environment of the corridor-style building created

more opportunities for residents to exert personal control over their
experiences.

As a result, residents in the renovated designs used their

private areas more and intruded into others

'

spaces less

.

These findings

Ill

hold even for those residents considered to be among the lowest functioning at the state school.

Staff-resident social behavior

.

Renovated building designs not

only offer the staff opportunities to model appropriate respect of private bedroom areas (i.e., not intrude into bedrooms), but such physical

designs also offer the opportunity to actively teach residents new skills
and behaviors.

In fact,

rf institutionalized residents are to gain sig -

nificant benefit from increased opportunities for social development

within more normal ized environments
of critical

importance

.

,

then the staff teaching-function is

The results of quantitative and qualitative

analyses, however, indicate that the staff did not utilize the new physical settings as opportunities to increase their teaching function

.

Comparing the institutional settings to both corridor and suite styles,
staff members interacted less with residents in the renovated designs
and especially decreased the more work-related interactions.
1)

Behavioral observations

.

Analyses of staff observations in-

dicated that staff in the corridor and suite setti ngs were much less
likely to initiate interactions with the residents.

This was true

for staff working with both higher (average IQ = 28.2) and lower func-

tioning residents (average IQ = 15.1), as is illustrated in Figures

4.10 and 4.11.

In the institutional

building the staff averaged over

twice as many initiations (52.9%) as in either the corridor (22.5%) or
the suite (17.1%) settings.

The staff working with the lowest functioning

I

I
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residents showed a similar pattern (institutional setting

=

36.85S,

corridor setting = 24.4%).
The residents demonstrated

interactions with staff members

.

^

similar disinclination to initiate

Resident-initiated interactions with

staff members averaged 23% of behavioral incidents in the institutional
As with staff initiations,

setting.

less frequent in the corridoras is shown in Figure 4.10.

maintained

resident initiations were markedly

(13.8%)

or suite-style buildings (6.6%),

The lowest functioning group of residents

low and constant rate of initiations with staff in both the

a

institutional

(7.6%) and corridor-style building (8.4%) as is shown in

Figure 4.12.

This possibly reflects

a

minimal interaction rate necessary

for daily maintenance.
A separate data set (the resident data) corroborates the find-

ings listed above.

tion of all

The results of analyzing interactions as

a

propor-

inside behavior using the resident data also suggest that

less resident-staff social

behavior occurred in renovated designs.

As

Figure 4.13 shows, residents and staff spent 4.1% of their time engaged
in social

interaction in the institutional building and 1.9% and 1.7%

respectively, interacting in the corridor and suite settings.

Also,

consistent with the staff analysis, the lower functioning resident group
spent little time interacting with staff in either the institutional or

corridor settings (Figure 4.14).
If the preceding results are suggestive, closer examination reveals
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more dramatic decreases in resident-staff social behavior.

Looking only

at social behavior (resident-resident interactions, resident-staff in-

teractions, resident-other interactions), it becomes clear that in the

redesigned buildings resident-staff interactions accounted for a much

smaller proportion of all social behavior
ing, 38% of all

.

In the institutional

build-

the social behavior of residents involved interacting

vn'th the staff.

In the corridor building and the suite building,

this

proportion dropped to 13.4% and 12.3% respectively (Figure 4.15).
It is clear then that there was

decrease in the frequency of

^

staff initiating interactions wi th the residents in the renovated build ings

.

An examination of the social

context of resident-staff interac-

tions in the three environmental settings sheds more light on these results.

All

interactions between the staff and residents were coded for

the activity or social context of the interaction:

attendant helping

a

1)

personal care

the

,

resident dress, brush his/her hair, or other general

care-taking activities;

2) ward activity ,

the attendant organizing resi-

dents to go to dinner, bath, go outside, or other general group super-

vising or leading activities;

3)

formal

training , any activity where

training or teaching the resident is clearly the focal activity;
cial

,

4)

^-

greetings, conversations, game, and so forth.
All

forms of social interaction between staff and residents are

part of the expected role behavior of those working with the institution-

alized "mentally retarded."

Be that as it may, ward activity, personal
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care, and training certainly stand out as more directly and formally de-

fined job responsibilities (cf. Wheeler, 1978).
two points:

1)

Figure 4.16 illustrates

overall staff-resident interactions were less frequent

in the corridor- and suite-style buildings, and 2)

the resident-staff

social activi ties that decreased most dramatical ly were those very closely

related to formal job responsibilities (ward activity and personal care).
A similar but less dramatic pattern was evidenced with staff working

with the lower functioning residents (Figure 4.17).

It should be noted

that the increased "training" by staff with lower functioning residents
in the corridor building was unrelated to the environmental

rather is reflective of
tute

a

a

changes but

coincidental administrative decision to insti-

toilet-training program.
2)

Participant observation and interviews

.

The results reported

thus far indicate that in the corridor- and suite-style buildings the

staff tended to interact less with residents and they especially de-

creased those social activities most formally identified with the job
of being an attendant.

The emerging staff social-pattern is one of

general withdrawal from residents and withdrawal from the defined respon-

sibilities of their job.

The analyses of participant-observation data

and intensive interviews with staff members both clarify these findings
and place them more appropriately within the context of the institutional

atmosphere and within the structure of the work environment for these
employees.
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For the direct-care staff (attendants) at BSS, as in other
in-

stitutions, pay and status is low and the working conditions often frustrating.

Examples of understaffing, impossible work requirements, and

conflicting demands abound.

These can be easily illustrated by

a

few

examples:
It was Chuck's day off, so I was on my own even though it was just
my third day at work.
I
was thankful most of the men were up and
started dressing already.
I
got out shavers and a hairbrush and
started trying to get them to use them, but felt impotent trying
to get it all done.
There were 21 of them floating around at
different stages of getting ready;
I
can't keep them all straight,
and I can't keep track of who has shaved, much less if they have
done a good job, which I'm supposed to check on.
Part of the time
I just do it myself,
even though they are supposed to learn how to
do it themselves.
A lot of time it's just easier to do it yoursel f

Howard Malone's inspection has signaled the beginning of a host
of different and contradictory procedures.
Prior to this, if a
resident didn't want to clean their [sicl room, that was their
tsic3 privilege, because on the outside you only make your bed
if you want to.
Now we (the attendants) have to do all this cleaning, and instead of being the resident's privilege, they can't
leave the building until it's done, every day, to the letter.
This morning, doing part of it ourselves ... doing this dusting
and stuff in the residents' rooms which is really a Catch 22
situation: We are not supposed to go into the rooms without knocking and being invited in, I am told today, and we are never supposed to go in unless a resident is in there, and we are not supHowever,
posed to mess with their bureau drawers or other things.
now we are under order to clean their rooms and make sure everything is picked up, so the attendants naturally think the whole
There
deal is absurd, and it frustrates them and they resent it.
was more talk today among us attendants about "why try to cover
let them see how bad it
up for the
's inspection;
really is."

Anything planned or any new rule or regulation would be all set and
I could never be sure of
it would change with or without notice.
anything and constantly felt increasingly more and more ambivalence.
(Participant observation notes, see Wheeler, 1978).

"

124
It is not surprising to find that BSS staff have developed a

perspective on their jobs commonly found in other mental health facilities.

This perspective may be characterized as "just getting by" (cf.

Wheeler, 1978).
"Why, no, I don't mind having an intershift meeting -- as long as
I
leave on the dot of quarter past three!"

"Even though we had just been watching T.V. for an hour, Leslie
strongly discouraged me from going to clean the four communally
used, dandruff infested hairbrushes.
"We'll do it tomorrow.
Sunday's a long day if you've nothing to do."
I
said, "But it had
dandruff in it and I hated to hand it around in the morning."
She discouraged me again.

"Some mornings ya' wake up, and ya' just can't stand the thought
of one more day, so ya' call in sick.
Take a "mental health day
for yoursel f
.

(Participant observation notes, see Wheeler, 1978).
The "burn-out" rate for staff is very high and widely accepted at the in-

stitution as an inherent occupational hazard.
When built environments offer more variegated spaces (public
and private spaces instead of open dayhalls and wards), the behavior
of residents and staff are more often out of sight from each other.

Residents and staff do not spend their time in

2

distributed throughout 16 to 25 distinct spaces.

rooms, rather, they are

The pressure is les-

sened for staff to interact with residents because they are no longer

aware of residents' minute- to-minute activities.

However, this les-

sened pressure means that social interaction requires

active and motivated appraoch.

a

somewhat more

Given the realities of these jobs, it

125
is

clear that there is little motivation to socialize with residents or

to pursue work-related activities.
a

The opportunities afforded staff in

renovated design under these institutional work conditions is inter -

^ ^ opportunity

preted

3)

Summary

.

to escape unpleasant work situations

.

The results of both quantitative and qualitative

analyses support the conclusion that within this institutionalized work

environment

,

the corridor - and suite - style buildings lead to decreased

interaction between staff and residents

.

Given the widespread frustra-

tion and low morale very common within institutional settings, the staff
tend to withdraw to minimal

interactions when the built environment of-

fers more opportunities to be physically out of contact with residents.

The more active role necessary to pursue teaching

,

personal care , or

leadership roles is not part of the insti tutional ized work atmosphere
Resident social and individual behavior:
tion

behavioral observa -

Residents living in the corridor-style building and, to

.

.

a

lesser

degree, in the suite arrangement show marked improvements in their amount
of social behavior, verbal behavior, and personal alertness.

Previous analyses have noted decreased resident initiations with

staff and decreased time spent interacting with staff.
would seem to be
bi

1 i

ty

.

a

discriminating choice rather than

a

However, this

decline in socia-

Resi dents in the corridor - style building spent more time

i

nter-

acting with each other (10.9%) than those living in the suite arrangement (8. 4%)

,

and residents

i

n

both renovated styl es interacted more wi th

126

other than those living in the institutional arrangement
This is shown in Figure 4.18.

(

4 . 7 %)

.

The lower functioning residents showed

no difference in resident- resident social

interaction (see Figure 4.19).

A closer view of resident interactions with each other reveals
that they not only increased interaction in general but they also

iji-

creased verbal interactions when living in the corridor-style building.
(This finding is shown in Figure 4.20:

style = 6.7%;

institutional

=

2.2%.

)

corridor style

=

9.7%;

suite

Moreover, in the corridor-style

building, residents engaged in more verbal interactions when interacting with all other persons (residents, staff, or others).

also holds but to

a

lesser degree in the suite-style building.

finding is also shown in Figure 4.20:
style

=

8.3%;

This effect

corridor style = 11.6%;

(This

suite

institutional = 4.7%.)

Residents living in renovated buildings not only developed social ly but they al so showed marked improvements in individual alertness

and a decrease in withdrawn and stereotypic behaviors

whenever

a

.

"Alert" was coded

resident was not interacting but was clearly watching others,

attending to events, gazing at various objects, moving purposefully
from one place to another, and generally appeared to be mentally engaged

with the outside environment.

"Withdrawn" was coded for residents en-

gaged in stereotypic repetitive movements or wandering around without

clear directed intentions, and in general when they appeared detached
from their sensory experiences in the environment.
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Residents living in the corridor building were more often alert
(62% of all behavior) than those in the suite style (55.2%).

Residents

living in the institutional building were least alert (39.4%) (See Figure 4.21).

Exactly the opposite pattern emerged for withdrawn behavior

(incidentally, these two variables are statistically independent)

The

least withdrawn residents were those living in the corridor style (2%),

next those in suites (17%) and institutional styles (22.3%) (See Figure
4.21).

As Figure 4.22 shows, even the lowest functioning residents

showed marked increases in alert behavior (31.8% vs. 61.6%) and a trend
toward decreases in withdrawn behavior (54.8% vs. 20.3%) when they moved

from the institutional building compared to the corridor-style building.
Summary of resident social and solitary behaviors

functioning residents

1

The higher

.

iving in the corridor style building were more

social ly interactive with each other , more verbal

,

more alert , and less

withdrawn than those living in institutional style buildings

.

The suite

style buildings showed moderate effects on these dimensions, better than
the institutional building but not as effective as the corridor style.

The lowest functioning residents showed no changes in social or verbal

behavior when they moved to the corridor-style building.

They did, how-

ever, increase their alertness and decrease their withdrawn behavior.

SThe mirror image patterns with alert and withdrawn do not reflect a
These variables are free to vary independently
procedural artifact.
A resident could, for example, increase both
for any given resident.
behaviors or decrease both between the two observation periods.
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Evidence from direct observation, acoustic assessments, and

a

speech

discrimination experiment suggests that the increases in verbal interaction were facilitated by designs that combined two opportunities;
1)

tal

to control

social

interaction and 2) to interact in

a

less detrimen-

acoustical environment.

From unrenovated dorms to modular units

In the previous section it was

.

seen that normalized environments can have positive impacts on

of residents' social and solitary activities.

a

variety

However, these improve-

ments were severely limited by the physical and social institutional

structure within which residents lived.

In this section results using

the same methods will be examined in another setting:

large dayhalls di-

vided by modular units.

Overview
transition of

a

.

A large number of methods were used to examine the

group of residents and staff from an unrenovated build-

ing to one renovated by modular units.

The unrenovated structure had

large 30- foot- by- 40- foot open dayhalls and sleeping wards;

the modular

renovations consisted of 4%-foot partitions dividing the large bedroom
areas into 12 semiprivate modular units.

dresser, and desk.

Each modular unit had a bed,

Because of the low wall-height, privacy was afforded

only when residents were seated or prone.

Also, the arrangement of the

partitions provided less privacy for some units than others:

Corner

modules were quite isolated whereas other modules were actually on minor
corridors, giving little privacy at any time.
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This comparison of environments is illustrated in Figure 4.23

The group was observed for five 6-week observation periods, during

which each randomly chosen resident and attendant was observed 550 times
per observation period.

Figure 4.23 summarizes the building type at each

observation period.
Although there was considerable variability in resident functional abilities, the mean functional

level tended to be between the

higher and lower groups described in the previous analysis (IQ varied
from 21 to 25).
label

In traditional

"severely retarded."

clinical terms this would warrant the

In terms of day-to-day functioning,

indi-

viduals ranged from those who needed assistance in dressing and toileting
to others with some verbal

skills and considerable independence.

As in the previous analyses, several methods were used:

direct

observation of residents, direct observation of attendants, interviews,

participant and nonparticipant observation, and other techniques.
as

in the previous analyses, two sets of data were scrutinized:

Also,
parti-

cipants who experienced both the unrenovated and renovated environments
(10 people), and a larger group of randomly chosen residents in each

environment (15-18 people).

For purposes of clarity, the results from

the latter group will be reported.

However, unless noted otherwise, the

data from the former group agree with reported data.

(The formal method

of checking agreement, including the underlying statistical model, is

explained in page

80

.)
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FIGURE

4.23

BUILDING ENVIRONMENT
COMPARISONS
FROM UNRENOVATED DORMS TO
MODULAR UNITS
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Although the methodology in this comparison was identical with
the previous analysis, the results are strikingly different.

It will

be recalled that the analysis of the suite and corridor designs found

environmental influences in several aspects of resident and attendant

behavior for both extremely low and moderately functioning residents:
use, recognition, and respect of personal/private spaces by both staff

and residents;

staff-resident social interactions;

solitary behaviors.

In contrast,

any of these behaviors

resident social and

the modular units had little impact on

The modular units offered little opportunity to

.

control

light, heat, noise, or social

clear:

Inadequately normalized environments do not allow for the improve -

interaction.

The conclusion is

ment of behavior!
The next several sections examine this lack of effect in greater

detail.

As with the analyses of the suite and corridor designs, these

results will address three sequential questions:

recognized and used?

Was the design change

Did resident-staff interactions change?

Did resi-

dent social and solitary behaviors change?
Use

,

recognition

,

and respect of personal/private spaces

.

If

normalized physical environments are to have normalizing influences on
behavior, it seems obvious that those environments must first be recognized and used.

The focus of this report is resident activities, but

as the conceptualization of the focal

problem dictates (see

p.

use of environments by staff must also be carefully examined.

34

),

the

Staff are

137

critical role models for residents in the respect (or disrespect) of

private spaces are only private if not intruded upon by staff.

privacy;

The following two subsections will examine;
residents'

private spaces;

1)

staff respect and use of

resident respect and use of private

2)

spaces.
1)

Staff

.

One index of staff respect for residents' personal/

private spaces is the percentage of time they spend "intruding" into
those spaces.

For the present analysis, "intrusion" is defined as time

spent in residents' private spaces.

It should be recognized that the

job requirements of attendants often forced them to intrude for bed-

making, cleaning, and so on.

Furthermore, because "intrusion" in the

present analysis included socializing by staff, some intrusion is justified.

Hovjever as outlined above, if personal autonomy is to be de-

veloped in residents, it would be hoped that intrusion by staff would
be reduced by renovations.

Figure 4.24 illustrates
on attendant intrusion

.

a

lack of effect of modular renovations

The two points at the left of the graph illus-

trate intrusion levels prior to renovation:
ft

havior occurring in personal/private space
(OBS 3), and 3 % at observation 4 (OBS 4).

The percentage of staff bewas 7% at observation

3

The right two points illustrate

^In the unrenovated institutional buildings with open sleeping wards, a
resident's personal/private space was defined as the area surrounding
In the modular style renovation, personal/
a resident's assigned bed.
private space was a resident's assigned modular unit.
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postrenovation intrusion levels:
was in personal /private space;

For OBS 5, 4% of attendant behavior
for OBS 6, 16%.

This pattern does not indicate a significant treatment effect

since very little behavioral change occurred concurrently with the move
from the institutional design at OBS 4 to the modular design at OBS

The increase in staff intrusions at OBS

6

5.

reflects an administrative

decision to keep residents in the larger bedroom area during more of
the daytime hours.

Spending more time in the module areas led to in-

creases in staff intrusions as a function of their perceived need to

supervise the residents.

This is corroborated by qualitative observa-

tions in the setting at that time.

This increase in surveillance is

illustrated in Figure 4.25 as can be seen with the dramatic jump in staff

behavior occurring in the general bedroom area.
Because the renovations included large open spaces, it was not

possible to judge accurately when attendants were alone.

Hence, there

was no analysis of "unjustified" intrusions by staff comparable to the

analyses in the previous section.
2)

a

Residents

.

The residents' use of personal/private space has

different interpretation than that of staff.

For residents, the spon-

taneous use of personal/private space is equivalent to using their own
area, hence can be seen as

a

step toward autonomous functioning.

Be-

cause residents were only assigned permanent beds in this building late
in 1975, data for use of residents'

own personal/private space is available

141

for observations 4, 5, and 6 only.

These are illustrated in Figure 4.26.

As this graph shows, there was only a modest trend for increased use of

private space:
is

from 10.9% at OBS 4 to 12% at OBS

5.

By inspection,

clear that use at OBS 4 virtually equals that at OBS

portable change scores are 2%).
use of residents'

ov/n

it

(minimum re-

5

Hence no effect of renovations on the

personal/private space can be reported.

interesting to note, however, that during OBS

6

It is

residents' use of their

own spaces increased dramatically (33.6%) at the same time that attendants'

intrusions, surveillance, and supervisory concerns were also at

high level
dents'

(see Figures 4.24 and 4.25).

a

This suggests that the resi-

behavior at that time might be best understood as

a

direct re-

sponse to guidance by staff rather than personal reaction to the definitions of physical space.
As can be seen in Figure 4.27, resident intrusions into others'

private spaces tended to increase as they moved from the institutional
buildings (4%) to the modular-unit design (8%).
only decreased to 6% at OBS

6.

A closer examination of resident intru-

sions, looking only at behavior in private spaces
tern.

Resident intrusions

,

reveals the same pat-

As can be seen in Figure 4.28, resident intrusions while in pri-

vate areas increased from 27.1% to 41.1% after moving to the modular
units, then dropped to 15.6% at OBS 6.

As in the analysis of "residents

use of their own private area," analyses of resident intrusions take on

more meaning as they are compared with staff intrusions and supervisory
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concerns.

Comparing Figures 4.27 and 4.28 with Figure 4.24, it can be

seen that as the staff moved from module units (from OBS 4 to OBS 5),

their intrusion rate remained at a constant level.

resident intrusions increased.

At the same time

It was only during the last observation

period, when staff intrusions and concerns with surveillance and super-

vision increased, that we see

a

coincident decline in resident intru-

sions.

Combining the findings for the use of own space for these two
groups and the intrusion data presents

a

clearer picture.

There is no

evidence to indicate that residents in the modular units recognized and
used private spaces more appropriately

.

Rather, the changes in use of

personal/private space can be traced to dramatic increases in the amount
of time the staff spend in the bedroom areas surveying and supervising
the residents

It appears that the social

.

definitions of these spaces

were only maintained to the degree that staff were willing to physically
and repeatedly intervene to keep residents in their own spaces and out

of others' spaces.
3)

Participant observation and interviews

.

Data from participant

observation and interviews corroborate the quantitative observations:
There was little effect of the modular renovations.

Interviews showed

that staff's attitudes about themselves, their work, and the residents

were unaltered.
cular focus:

The modular units were typically seen through a bino-

On one hand they offered a modest possibility to do training.
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on the other hand they were a barrier to keeping the building clean and

the residents in order.

Unfortunately, job pressures evidently often

supported the latter view.

An attendant once half-seriously stated:

The modular units are fine.
But ... if only we could have those
big curved supermarket mirrors so we could see into the modules.
(Staff interview, 1975)
4) Summary .

The results clearly show that the modular units did

not encourage staff and residents to use and respect private/personal

spaces

.

Increases in residents' use of private areas only occurred with

increased staff supervision.

Resident intrusions into others' private

spaces actually increased as residents moved to the module units.

In-

trusions decreased only as staff became more active in guidance and surveillance.

Staff - resident interaction
is

.

One recurring theme of this report

that the role of staff is critical for normalization.

One way to

quantitatively measure the role of staff is to examine the amount and type
of staff-resident interactions.

It is

in these interactions that impor-

tant teaching and socialization can potentially occur.

Unlike the corridor and suite designs, in the present case there
was a modest increase in resident-attendant interactions.

Analysis of

an independent data set (the staff data) showed that this increase was

due to attendants initiating interactions with residents.

However, it

initiations.
was apparently higher functioning residents^ who received these

both the
7por the purpose of this analysis, the group who experienced

I
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Also, the increase in interactions was onesided:

Residents did not in-

crease their initiations to attendants.
)

Beha vi ora 1 observations

An analysis of the resident obser-

.

vation scheme for resident-staff interactions (Figure 4.29),
though not

significant, shows a slight increase in slope after the renovations;

other words,

jUie

renovations apparently brought about

a

in

minor increase

in the time that residents and attendants spent interacting

.

This finding is clarified by examining Figure 4.30.

Figure 4.30

shows the average (mean) percent of all attendant interactions that were

initiated by residents.

Figure 4.31 shows the mean percent of interac-

tions that were initiated by attendants.

between the graphs:

There is an obvious difference

The staff increased their initiation by 7.9% during

the renovations, but the residents only increased their initiation by
2.2%.

Renovations increased staff's initiations to residents more than

residents'

initiations to residents

.

A fourth graph, 4.31, clarifies this yet further.

This graph,

comparing the total amount of resident-staff interactions for the higher

functioning group, shows
then, that the overal

1

a

marked increase at renovations.

increase in staff - resident interaction

This implies,
is

due pri -

marily to increased staff initiations to higher functioning residents

unrenovated and renovated environments was divided into a higher and
lower functioning group based on IQ.
The average IQ for the higher
group was 3Q; for the lower group, 17.

.
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Participant observation and Interviews

2)

Analysis of inter-

.

view data show the same characteristics cited in the analyses of the

suite and corridor designs.

Residents, staff, and administrators alike

were forced to operate in an inherently destructive institutional framework.

It was shown above that due to an administrative decision in

OBS 6, the staff found themselves in an essentially supervisory and

guiding role with respect to the residents' personal/private spaces.

There was pressure to interact and teach residents, yet there
were opposing pressures.
often

a

Participant observation data indicate that

single staff member had to supervise 15 to 20 residents, making

meaningful

interaction almost impossible.

Also, low pay, low status

and general alienation sapped the staff's desire to teach and communi-

cate (see p. 173 for

a

further exposition of this position).

Resident social and individual behavior

.

The previous two anal-

yses show that there were only limited impacts of the modular renovations on residents and staff.

A more careful examination of several

social and solitary behaviors amplify the finding that the modular units
had little effect.

Behavioral observations

1)

suggested

a

dual

.

The thrust of the ELEMR Project

focus on resident social behavior:

teractions and resident- resident interactions.
as discussed above, showed a small

resident-staff in-

Resident-staff behaviors,

increase, which was apparently due

primarily to staff initiating interactions with higher functioning residents.

152

Resident - resident behaviors showed little change either in quantity or type

.

The overall mean percentage of resident-resident inter-

action is shown in Figure 4.32.

The mean level of resident-resident

interactions remained quite constant (i.e., it only increased 0.6% at
renovations).
If we examine the percentage of all

social behavior that is be-

tween residents, this trend is further corroborated.

presents far fewer participants, however.®

Figure 4.33 shows the decrease

from prerenovation to postrenovation environments.
the relative overall

This proportion re-

This trend reflects

increases in resident-staff behavior.

Other variables that examined specific aspects of residentresident interaction also showed no increase.
Figure 4.34.
is verbal

These are illustrated in

Figure 4.34 shows the percentage of resident behavior that

behavior addressed to other residents.

itive resident-resident behavior.

It also considers pos-

The lack of impact of renovations on
Q

these variables is reflected in the flatness of the graphs.

Resident sol i tary variables showed a similar lack of effect

.

"Alert" was coded whenever a resident was not interacting but was clearly

^Because of the need for a nonzero denominator, the percentages as a
function of social behavior do not necessarily add up to the reported
percentages of overall behavior.
%Jhen these variables are plotted separately for the higher- and lowerfunctioning-level groups, higher functioning residents are found to be
more variable, yet there is no treatment effect. This represents a
common pattern for most social and individual behaviors.
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watching others, attending to events, gazing at various objects, moving
purposefully from one place to another, and generally appeared mentally
engaged with the ongoing environment.

"Withdrawn" was coded for resi-

dents engaged in stereotypic repetitive movement or wandering around

without clear, directed intentions and in general when they appeared detached from their sensory experiences in the environment.
Figure 4.35 shows the relative relationship of "alert" and "withdrawn" as a proportion of all behavior.

As the graph illustrates, there

was an apparent "improvement" due to renovations:
"alert" and decrease in "withdrawn."

dents the effect was short-lived.

a

modest increase in

However, for this group of resi-

These behaviors returned to their

prerenovation levels by the final observation period.
2)

Summary

.

In summary,

there was little impact of the modular

renovations on resident social and sol i tary behaviors

.

Whereas there

was a modest^*^ trend after the first postrenovation observation toward

decreased "withdrawn" and increased "alert" behavior, this was reversed
by the final observation.

The lack of positive impact of the module design is clarified
if it is remembered that the modular units offer little visual

and no auditory privacy.
noise, and social

In addition,

no control over heat,

interaction was afforded residents.

lONot statistically significant.

privacy

light,
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Summary of Resul ts

An overview of the results and supporting documents presents a

picture that is counter to much professional judgment.

Whereas some

experts claim that people labeled "severely and profoundly retarded" are
too mentally deficient to respond to environments, other experts suggest

that normalized institutional environments directly engender "normal"

client behavior.

Neither view was supported in this study.

What then was the overall pattern of results?

Even very poorly

functioning developmental ly disabled residents exhibited improved social
and solitary behavior in more home- like envi ronments

.

However , the ef-

fects of the built environment were primarily mediated by the staff

responses to the environment and by the extent to which the residents

were allowed to realize control over their environmental experiences.
Although the very lowest functioning residents were more alert in some
renovated buildings, improvements in their social behavior were limited
by their cognitive skills, paucity of existing social

absence of meaningful training by the staff.

skills, and the

These findings are summar-

ized in Figure 4.36.

The corridor-design building was clearly more effective than the
suite, the modular, or the institutional designs, in effecting changes
in three important aspects of the focal

problem:

1)

Resident and staff

recognition and use of residents' personal/private spaces;

staff interaction;

3)

2)

Resident social and solitary behaviors.

Resident-
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First, resident and staff recognition and use of personal/private

space was an important prerequisite for more complex behavioral change.
In common social

science parlance, the measurement of recognition and

use was seen as a sort of manipulation check to see if there were any

behavioral effects at all of renovations.

Non-recognition of personal/

private space was operationally defined as "intrusion"
by residents and staff in others'

—

personal/private spaces.

the time spent

Intrusion

into a residents' personal/private space was

a

it decreased the autonomy of that resident.

The obverse of non-recog-

negative event because

nition was "use of own personal/private space."

"Use" was operation-

ally defined as the time which residents spent in the area assigned to
them (i.e., depending on the design, the residents' own bed, module, or
bedroom)

The corridor design increased the staff

'

s

and the residents

recognition and use of personal/private space significantly more than
did the other renovated designs
residents' spaces

,

.

The staff intruded less often into the

and fewer of those intrusions were unjustified (e.g.,

were without the presence of residents).

Moreover, this finding held

true for both the higher and lower functioning resident groups.

Partici-

pant observation and interviews revealed, however, that the reduced level
of staff intrusion was not accompanied by

a

change in staff attitudes --

staff were still alienated and perceived themselves to be powerless.
Rather, they found supervision to be more difficult in the more variegated

^
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renovated environment and, as

a

result, intruded less in the residents'

personal /private spaces.
In the suite design,

the level of staff intrusion was inter-

mediate between the level in the unrenovated institution and the level
in the corridor design.

tual ly showed

^

In the modular design , however ,

the staff ac-

modest increase in intrusion with renovations

.

Several

months after renovations an administrative decision caused staff to spend

more time with residents in the modular areas, and as

a

result the level

of staff intrusion increased dramatically in the last observation period.

The level of intrusion by residents was affected similarly to inThe suite and corridor design reduced intrusions by

trusion by staff.

residents into others

'

renovated institution

.

personal/private space in comparison to the un However, unlike staff intrusion, the corridor and

suite design had similar levels of resident intrusion.

Further, in the

corridor design even the lower functioning group of residents did not
intrude frequently into other residents' private rooms.

And for both

higher and lower functioning residents a large proportion of the time
spent in others' private room was not alone;
the corridor design was apparently socializing
In the modul ar design

after renovations

.

,

the

1

much of the "intrusion" in
.

^

evel of resident intrusion was higher

However, the administrative change which increased

designs did not allow this to be measured
However, the qualitative measures showed socializing to be much less common in private spaces in other designs.

^*-Pecul iarities

in the physical

in the other designs.
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supervision between the two post-renovation observations also served to
decrease resident invasion (i.e., the constant presence of attendants
kept the residents in their own

spaces).

Residents' usage of their own personal/private spaces showed a

similar pattern to the intrusion data.

The corridor design had the

strongest impact on resident use of thei r own spaces
showed

a

.

The suite design

moderate increase in own space use in comparison to the unreno-

vated institution.

The modular design showed almost no increase in use

with the renovations.

Once again an administrative order caused resi-

dents to be kept in their own modules which resulted in increased own

space use.

This increase was apparently due to the supervisory pres-

sures by staff rather than residents spontaneously using their own
spaces.
The second aspect of the focal problem explored was interactions

between staff, residents, and environment.

The residents had long in-

stitutional histories, and if they were to learn to use new environments

properly they had to be trained to do so.
ing was by the direct-care staff.

At BSS most resident train-

Obviously, if such training was to

occur, residents and staff had to communicate;

one rough index of staff-

resident communication was simply the total level of interaction.

The

resident data allowed the analysis of the overall proportion of resident
time spent interacting with staff.

The staff data allowed

a

more fine-

grained analysis, permitting it to be discriminated whether it was

a
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staff member or resident who initiated a specific interaction.
The environments affected staff-resident interactions in
ner apparently antithetical to their effects on spatial usage.
the findings were somewhat paradoxical:

a

man-

Indeed,

There was less staff - resident

interaction in both the corridor design and the suites than in the un -

renovated institution

.

This finding was corroborated by both the resi-

dent data and the staff data and was generally true for both the higher
and lower functioning groups.

For the higher functioning group, both

resident and staff initiations decreased in the renovated environments;
for the lower functioning group, staff decreased their initiations to residents, but residents maintained

a

roughly constant level of initiation

to staff.

A somewhat different pattern emerged for resident-staff inter-

actions in the modular renovations.

Even before renovations there was

a

slight trend for interactions to increase, and this trend was apparently

slightly accelerated with renovations (i.e., the slope of the residentstaff interaction graph increased at renovations).
analysis revealed the sources of this trend.

However,

a

detailed

The staff data showed that

staff initiations to residents increased, but resident initiations to
staff did not.

Thus, staff were responsible for starting more inter-

actions with residents.

Moreover, when residents were divided into

rehigh- IQ and low- IQ groups, with means of 30 and 17 respectively, the

sults were further clarified.

The high-IQ group increased its interactions
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with staff after renovations;
seems to be that

iji

the low-IQ group did not.

the modular design , staff

higher functioning residents

i

The conclusion

ncreased interactions with

This effect was perhaps due to the staff

.

being locked into the modular areas with residents.
The third aspect of the focal problem centered on the residents

themselves.

If residents are to make strides towards autonomous func-

tioning either in institutional or community contexts they must show

significant changes in several key interactive and solitary dimensions.
Interactions were categorized into resident-staff and residentresident interactions.

Resident-staff interactions were described above.

Resident-resident interactions are of equal importance, however, as much
learning can potentially occur through peer contact.

Residents in the

corridor style building spent more time interacting with each other than
those living in the suite arrangement , and residents in both renovated
styles interacted more wi th each other than did those living in the in -

stitutional arrangement

.

Moreover

interaction was positive and

^

,

^

greater proportion of this social

greater proportion was verbal

.

The lower

functioning residents showed no difference in social interaction.
the module-style building there was no effect;

In

the graph describing

resident-resident interaction was virtually flat across the renovations.
Solitary behaviors by residents are important, too.
tion of day-to-day life is spent interacting with others.

haviors were operationalized as two large categories.

Only

a

por-

Solitary be-

"Withdrawn" was
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coded when a resident was out of contact with the surrounding environ-

ment;

when s/he was performing stereotyped actions or was wandering

aimlessly.

"Alert" was the converse of "withdrawn," and was coded when

a resident was following surrounding activities or s/he was moving to a

location in a purposeful manner.
the most beneficial

.

Once again the corridor design proved

Residents were more alert and less wi thdrawn in

the corridor design than in the suite or institutional design

This

.

finding was consistent for both the higher and lower functioning groups.
Though not sig-

The modular design showed equivocal results.

nificant, there was an apparent trend for decreased "withdrawn" and in-

creased "alertness" immediately after the renovations.

This trend re-

versed by the last observation period, by which time these levels had

returned to their pre-renovation levels.

It was not possible to discern

whether this reversal was due to the increased supervision of staff, or
to residents habituating to the new environment, or to some combination

of these factors.
In sum, the corridor design had many beneficial

focal system:

spaces;

impacts for the

Residents and staff recognized and used personal/private

residents interacted more with each other;

more of those inter-

actions were verbal and positive; residents were more alert and less

withdrawn.

The suite design had similar, though weaker, effects.

The

modular design had no measurable effects on these behaviors.
These conclusions must retain some uncertainty, however.

In the
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post-renovation environments it was felt to be unethical to carefully
scrutinize residents in their personal/private spaces, and hence only
the residents'

presence in those spaces was recorded.

As a result, only

behaviors in public spaces could be analyzed for more specific behaviors
such as "withdrawal."

Apparent changes in behavior in the corridor de-

sign were perhaps in part due to the behaviors being shifted -- it is

possible that behaviors such as "withdrawal" were occurring in the per-

sonal/private spaces rather than in the public ones.

Although data from

participant observation and interviews suggested that there were overall
changes in the levels of these behaviors, such spatial shifts could also
be considered a therapeutic improvement.

Raush et al

(1958) have shown

that the ability to alter behavior to make it appropriate to the situation is an important index of health.

emerges as

Hence, the corridor design still

the most beneficial for residents.

However, there was an apparent paradox.

The residents inter-

acted less with staff in the corridor and suite designs than they did
in the unrenovated dorms.

In the corridor design there was a modest in-

crease in staff-resident interaction, although this was due to staff initiating more interactions with higher functioning residents.

Opportunity for Control

Elaboration of the construct
vexing problems.

.

The results presented above suggest some

The suite-style building was judged by most observers
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as being the most normal, pleasing and home-like of the renovated de-

signs.

It clustered residents in suites containing small

few residents;

spaces for

a

it was built with "usual" materials such as plaster, car-

peting and wood.

In contrast, the corridor design had larger bedroom

wings sleeping many more residents;

it had large hard-surfaced dayhalls.

Despite this apparent discrepancy in "home-likeness," however, the corridor design had far more positive effects on resident behavior than did
the suite design.

This counter-intuitive finding can be understood if viewed from
In the Introduction,

the perspective of "opportunity for control."

it

was suggested that the amount of personal control offered to users in an

environmental setting influences many aspects of their personal and social
life.

Specifically, control was discussed as a mechanism by which vary-

ing personal

environment.

needs can be satisfied in an essentially static physical
In most "normal" settings,

if an individual's needs are

not met by the physical setting s/he can choose

a

more accommodating set-

ting, or can choose to in some way alter the existing setting, if such

choices are offered to him/her

.

It is useful

at this point to elaborate

on the construct of "opportunity for control" in somewhat more formal

terms.

"Control" can be conceptualized in a systems framework as the

interactions between person and situation

.

Raush (1976) proposed that

recent questions about the relative importance of person or situation
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in explaining behavior are inherently unanswerable.

(1973):

"...situations are as much

a

To quote Bowers

function of the person as the

person's behavior is a function of the situation"

(p.

327).

Rather than

studying either of these influences separately, we must focus on how
they interact in an environmental setting as

a

person-in-situation sys-

tem.

Person and situation can each be considered subsystems of the

person-in-situation system.

Phenomenologically, the person and environ-

ment can be treated separately;

at

a

given time, most people can pre-

sumably distinguish themselves from the situation.
evaluates, operates on his/her world;
tegies and past experiences to

The situation is

a

a

The person cognizes,

s/he brings many specific stra-

situation.

physical social entity.

A situation is in

part determined by physical form of the environmental setting which

permits or discourages physical and visual access, and increases or decreases physical stimulation.

For example, in an institution for the

developmental ly disabled, the noise from

a

blaring television set may be

accentuated by hard, reverberant tile walls.
offer the variegated spaces which allow
noise.

a

A large dayhall may not

resident to escape from the

The door to the dayhall may be locked;

residents may be phys-

ically constrained from leaving.
However,

a

situation is also in part determined by social influ -

ences such as norms, customs, power hierarchies and the like.

Residents

.
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in an institution for the developmentally disabled are frequently very

low power individuals, and because of their assumed deficit, are given

little responsibility over their own lives.

In the example of the blar-

ing television, ward rules may dictate that only staff can change the

volume or the station;

in fact, televisions are sometimes enclosed in

locked plexiglass cages.

On a larger scale, the entire treatment model

for the developmentally disabled -- which dictates that residents be

treated in

a

custodial manner -- is a social structure of beliefs, at-

titudes, power relationships and past experiences.
The social and physical elements of

active.
tings.

a

situation are highly inter-

Social and governmental systems origianlly create physical set-

Physical settings in turn affect social activities.

quote Churchill:

To again

"We shape buildings, and later they shape us."

We

have created institutions for the developmentally disabled to fit our
images of the disabled as sub-humans who require constant supervision.
But to quote Raush (1978;

see Knight and Zimring, 1978):

... the institutions we create to match our images create us in
People forced to live in an impersonal environtheir image.
the environment that herds people
ment become depersonalized;
like cattle creates people that are as apathetic as cattle; an
architectural design that allows no privacy creates a disrespect
.
for privacy
.

For example,

bolic power.

a

private room in an institution may have considerable symIt may proclaim that its resident is important and is not

to be disturbed.

The mere existence of

thievery, even if left unlocked.

a

private room may limit petty

A large sleeping ward may have the
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opposite implications;

it may increase intrusion and limit privacy.

However, although person and situation are to some degree pheno-

menologically separable, they have considerable overlap.
(1968) suggests,

As Barker

there are some situations which are quite rigidly

bounded such as "drugstore" or "church," which exist independently of
the specific individuals involved.

Yet what of situations such as an

intimate conversation or even lovemaking?:

The boundaries between per-

son and situation in these situation are not at all clear.

To quote

Yeats, these are as inseparable as "the dancer and the dance."
In

response to this problem, Raush (1976) has proposed that per-

sons and situations are quasi - bounded systems

.

Each retains some inde-

pendence, yet there is flexibility in their mutual boundaries.

The in-

terrelationships between the systems are determined in part by how much
common structure or conjunctiveness the systems have.

These systems vary

considerably in their isomorphism, between individuals, between situations, and for a given individual across time.

tions may be exceedingly disjunctive --

Gulag may be an extreme example.

a

Some persons and situa-

freedom-loving person in

a

On the other hand, person and situation

may be quite conjunctive, with considerable overlap of boundaries of the
systems.

A warm, responsive personal relationship may provide good iso-

morphism between person and situation.
When person and situation are isomorphic the greatest variety of
personal skills can be exercised.

Thus, in Raush's (1976) conception.
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the individual's goal

in person-situation transactions

son and situation into maximum correspondence;

person-environment fit.

For example, if

a

is

to bring per-

to provide the best

resident in an institution is

of low functional skills, s/he may exercise his/her abilities best in

fairly supportive environment.

For

a

a

more adept individual, however,

such an environment may provide too much structure, and may limit the

resident's development of further skills.
Moreover, personal needs and situations are both flexible, fluid
entities.

Both change over time.

time, solitude at another.

A person may seek stimulation at one

Similarly,

a

quiet room may suddenly become

the hub of raucous play if activities change.

Mechanisms are needed

that adjust the constantly-changing person and the constantly-changing

situation to help create an optimum level of isomorphism.

Altering the person, the situation, or both can all enhance per-

son-situation fit.
ways:

The person may operate on the situation in two basic

the individual may in some way alter the situation, or s/he may

choose to move to another situation.
(1973) has termed "behavioral

These strategies are what Averill

control."

Similarly, an individual can accommodate him or herself to the
situation.

This accommodation can be cognitive -- the individual may

reevaluate the situation as being more consonant with his/her needs.
Averill

(1973) has termed this "cognitive control."

The accommodation

may also be behavioral -- the user may change his or her behavior to fit
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the needs of the situation.
In terms of the example of the blaring television, several

tions are available to the resident who requires quiet.

op-

If s/he has the

opportunity to do so, s/he can lower the volume on the television or can
leave the room.

If these strategies are not available, s/he can poten-

tially either decide to watch television instead of pursuing quiet activity and hence improve the fit between person and situation.

Or, s/he

can withdraw in a stereotyped manner in an attempt to block out the
noise.

Control can be defined as:

mechanisms which an individual uses

to increase person-situation isomorphism .

As we have seen, control

can

operate on the situation, or on the person himself/herself, or as is
most likely, on both in a complex, dynamic manner over time.
is successful,

isomorphism

is

increased and the individual's potential

range of behaviors is expanded.

to-day life;

it has special

If control

This result is an important one for day-

relevance for the developmental ly disabled

who have a limited behavioral repertoire.
To return to the central question of the ELEMR Project:

"How are

we to predict the impact of designed environments on persons, and especially on the devel opmental ly disabled?"

The answer is that we must under-

stand the opportunity for control that those environments provide for
the users.

Environments which provide good opportunities for control

promote person-situation correspondence and have positive impacts on user
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behavior;

environments which promote disjunctive person-situation sys-

tems have negative impacts.
It has been proposed above that individuals can affect situations
by two types of mechanisms:

by directly affecting situations and by with-

drawing to different situations.

environment which offers direct
ment

.

,

Thus

,

all

other things being equal

physical control is

£

,

an

positive environ-

For example, most "normal" environments offer lightswitches,

thermostats, and doors that close to provide control over light, heat
and noise.

Also, an environment which provides choice of settings is

positive environment

;

a

it allows individuals to choose a setting which

fits their fluctuating needs.

However, physical environments merely offer the physical oppor -

tunity for control.

It is the social

aspects of

a

mine whether these opportunities will be realized.

setting which deterFor example, renova-

tions of an institution may include "private" rooms which provide physical enclosure.

Yet, such rooms are not private if staff and residents

barge in unannounced.

Opportunity for control and the ELEMR data
as it relates to physical

The normalization principle

designs was not useful in predicting the im-

pacts of renovated environments:

vations had little impact;

.

The minimally normalized modular reno-

the most normal and homelike suites were less

effective than the more institutional corridor design.

However, if we

view these results in terms of opportunity for control each allowed.
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the findings become more comprehensible.

The modules failed almost

totally in normalizing behavior because they offered little opportunity
for control.

The

foot high partitions offered only

a

small amount of

visual privacy, and offered no control over heat, light, and noise.

Moreover, the openness of the design presented no real choice among
activities.

A blaring television in a small lounge was just as loud in

the private modules.

titudes of staff.

And the lack of choice was exacerbated by the at-

The staff were compelled to oversee the safety of the

residents and to ensure the cleanliness of the building.

This supervisory

attitude mandated that internal doors be locked and prevented residents
from using what little choice was offered.
few symbols to aid in social control.
wall

defining space;

Finally, the modules offered

The modules had as little as one

most "private" closets were in the corridor;

was no secure place to store possessions.

there

These symbols simply did not

communicate to residents or staff that private spaces were to be respected, nor did they allow teaching of appropriate activities such as

knocking before entering.
The suites offered greater opportunity for control.
in each 2 to 4 person bedroom could control

and lock their doors.

Residents

their own lights, and close

The 8 foot partitions offered good visual privacy

from people other than roommates.

The bedrooms and lounges were at least

visually separated and hence quite different activities could occur in
them.

Also, the bedrooms were well defined spaces, and contained closets.
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1

ightswi tches and so on.
Yet, the suites were still limited in their opportunity for con-

Because of heating problems, the top of the partitions termin-

trol.

ated short of the ceiling and sound traveled over them.

lounge easily overflowed into the bedrooms.

Noises from the

Moreover, there were no

transition spaces to separate public and private areas.

Open doors ex-

posed private spaces to curious individuals in the lounge.

havior overflowed into private rooms.
offered

a

Social be-

So, although the suite design

more homelike environment than the unrenovated dorm or modu-

lar units, it offered only limited personal control.

The corridor-style renovation had the greatest positive impacts;

these impacts are comprehensible if it is understood that this design

offered the greatest opportunity for control.

Single-person and double

bedrooms offered considerable control over physical stimulation.

person or pair could manipulate the lightswitch;

door to limit noise or discourage interaction.

Each

they could close the

Moreover, the corridors

provided a "hierarchy of spaces,"

a

buffer zone separating public and

Also, there were

a

wide variety of spaces in the build-

private areas.
ing:

small

bedrooms.

television rooms, large lounges, entrance foyers, corridors,
The varied nature of these, and the full-wall constructions,

allowed many different activities to occur simultaneously.
The corridor design was clearly the best renovation for these
clients.

However, it is critically important not to misconstrue the
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reasons for its relative success.

The corridor design was not an ideal

built environment and in fact was quite institutional.
did offer an appropriate level

^ control

Nonetheless, it

for the users.

design offered considerable physical control:

The corridor

If a person wanted to be

quiet and sleep s/he could close the door and quiet was provided.

On the

other hand in the suites if someone wanted to sleep while activity was
going on in the lounge, s/he had to challenge the noisemakers or resort
to symbolic control.

Socially adept people might cope with this situation

by yawning and commenting on the tiring day;

if the people in the lounge

were equally adept, they would understand these symbols and reduce noise
levels.

However, severely and profoundly retarded individuals with long

institutional histories rarely have such sophisticated social skills.
From

a

developmental perspective, more explicit, physical con-

trol was needed, the kind of physical

control that was more adequately

provided in the corridor design.

Opportunity for control and the paradox of staff - resident interactions

.

Staff involvement in the normalization process is critical, yet the data
indicate a paradox.

In the buildings where the residents showed great-

est improvement there was least staff-resident interaction.

mean that reducing staff involvement is somehow desirable;
staff's role is necessary to the normalization process?

Does this

that reducing

The thrust of

quantitative results, as well as participant observation and other qualitative data, show that residents improved not because of the decrease
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in interaction;

rather they improved in spite of it.

Even in the cor-

ridor style renovation, changes in resident behavior were fairly limited.

Although important and statistically significant, changes were limited
to relatively small

shifts in social and solitary behaviors.

Obser-

vations, analysis of institutional records and other evidence, suggest
that residents were still operating below capacity.

The only way that

the severely and profoundly retarded residents will fulfill

their capa-

cities is through comprehensive training in which direct-care staff have
a

central role.

The concept of opportunity for control sheds some light

on this phenomenon;

renovated buildings also allowed the staff some

measure of personal control

.

However, the way staff used this control

must be seen in context of evidence from interviews, participant obserDirect-care staff were generally very capable,

vation and other data.

but were poorly paid, poorly trained and at times highly alienated from

their work.

They faced pressures to train residents, yet had little

Staff were bored and harried.

support in these efforts.

When pro-

vided the opportunity, they exercised personal control by withdrawing
from residents.
In fact,

in the corridor renovation, which offered the most varie

gated spaces, there was least staff intrusion into personal/private space
This lack of intrusion was
of the corridor rooms

—

probably in part due to the symbolic meaning

such rooms were viewed by staff as relatively

more "private," and thus were entered less often by staff.

However,
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the lack of intrusion was probably partly caused by the fact that such

private rooms" provided the staff with a valid excuse to withdraw from
residents, and to maintain their own privacy.

Thus, lack of staff in-

trusion in the corridor rooms was caused by both the symbolic meaning
of the rooms, and by staff needs for privacy.
At the other extreme, the modular units offered little oppor-

tunity for the staff to withdraw.
stairs dayhall, or into

a

Locked with residents into

a

down-

modular area, the staff had little choice but

to interact with residents.

Nonetheless, while withdrawal was still dif-

ficult the staff did exercise some choice.

They initiated interactions

with the most attractive and responsive residents:

the higher function-

ing individuals.
In summary,

^ effective

living envi ronment is one that offers

the appropriate level of choice and physical opportuni ty for residents
to control

their experience

in this study,

.

In such a case, as

in the corridor design

residents respond by respecting the privacy of others,

being more social with each other, more verbal, less withdrawn and more
alert.

Yet staff who are faced with institutionalized, frustrating work-

ing situations exercise control

by withdrawing.

Residents then seem

to behave more positively more or less spontaneously in these settings,

although the residents' social development is less than it might be.

If

the context were less institutional, if staff efforts v;ere reinforced by

community and social attitudes, the staff would be motivated to attempt
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meaningful interactions.

Opportunities for control would constitute

opportunity for more effective staff work.

Only then could staff par-

ticipate with residents to assist in the achievement of their full
developmental potentials.

Opportunity for Control Generalizes to

a

Range

Full

of Living Envi ronments for the Developmental ly Disabled

The principal value of the concept of "opportunity for control"
is

that it allows us to understand a broad continuum of settings.

Had

the present report been merely an atheoretical evaluation of environ-

ments, a clear conclusion would have resulted:

Yet, these environments are not appropriate for

style renovations.

More flexibility is gained if we view the results

community settings.

within

a

Build more corridor-

systems framework in which "opportunity for control" is

tral organizing concept.

cen-

In doing so we are no longer limited to a

particular design, but can approach designed environments in
sophisticated manner.

a

Rather than simply adopting

a

a

more

physical design for

reasons of tradition, we can specify appropriate levels of control de-

pending on client needs, staffing patterns, and community values.
For example, community residences take on

a

variety of forms.

A modern home may be an open-plan design, with bedrooms opening directly

onto a living area without corridors of any kind.
area itself may be

a

Moreover, the living

large free-flowing space that combines living.
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dining and cooking.
trast,

a

Many modern residences are so designed.

residence may be

a

traditional home, with bedrooms clearly set

off on hallways and providing
area.

In con-

Both are good designs.

separate kitchen, living room, and dining

a

In fact,

if anything, the modern design

with its flexibility and liveliness is currently more popular.

However,

if we view these residences from the perspective of "opportunity for

control," they take on

a

different cast.

The traditional design offers

better direct control with its hierarchy of spaces (e.g., bedroom, hallway, living area), and with its variegated public spaces.

We have seen

that people lacking in social skills need physical control:
mental ly disabled people, the traditional design may be
In addition, we must consider control

by staff.

a

For develop-

better one.

Staff in insti-

tutions are themselves institutionalized and hence sometimes are not
able to behave in the residents' best interests.

For example, when they

were given control in the corridor and suite designs, their general job

dissatisfaction caused staff to withdraw from residents.

This withdrawal

allowed some residents -- the most capable -- to draw on their own resources and improve.
provement:

The lower functioning residents showed some im-

They increased their alertness in the corridor-style design.

The higher functioning residents showed more change:

alertness and a variety of social skills.
of everyone was clearly limited.

They improved in

Nonetheless, the development

Training by staff would have facilitated

greater change and learning by all groups.
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The v/ithdrawal of staff raises an ugly spectre for community

residences.

If staff in the community are faced with the same con-

flicts and frustrations as those in the institutions, if they are as

stigmatized and isolated and isolated from community patterns, they
will

reach just as they did in this study and withdraw.

an unpleasant prospect:

This suggests

Alienated staff use the control offered by

community residences to withdraw, and mini-institutions are re-created
that are smaller but no less destructive than the present large asylums.

There are several ways to prevent this catastrophe.

direct-care staff themselves must be allowed control in
atic manner.

a

First,

more system-

They must have input in the full range of decisions that

affect them, from scheduling to matter of local policy.

They must be

treated as professionals deserving physical and social control, such as
time and space for uninterrupted one-on-one conversation.

And of

course, they must be salaried at the level that a professional would
expect.
A second critical staffing issue is the training of staff.

Just

as residents need training in the appropriate use of normalized physical

environments, so do the staff.

Staff must be trained to allow

residents to control their own space, allowing the residents to have
messy, disordered rooms if that is their desire.

The staff must under-

stand that they too must be sensitive to the niceties of social intercourse:

Knocking before entering, awareness of when residents want
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solitude or companionship, not intruding into bathrooms.

Staff can

only teach and model appropriate behavior when they are trained to un-

derstand the full range of opportunities offered by the built environment.

This training must occur within a work context in which admin-

istrated job requirements do not compell staff to limit the residents'

opportunity for control.

Theoretical and Appl ied Impl ications of the ELEMR Project

In addition to aiding the planning and design of institutions

for the developmental ly disabled, "opportunity for control" has three

important implications for theory and applications.
First, it reframes control as

a

systems model.

in the Introduction, most studies of control

S-O-R models.

As was discussed

have employed traditional

However, such models have difficulty in reflecting dy-

namic, reflexive patterns of behavior which change over time and between

individuals.

The systems approach proposed by Raush (1976) and adapted

in this dissertation incorporated these needs.

Second, "opportunity for control" suggests that control is not
a

specific, fixed entity that can serve as an independent variable or

can be provided in an environmental setting without understanding both
the user and the situation.

process.

Rather, control is

a

flexible, changing

For example, in the study of control over stressors some

studies have found no behavioral impacts of control

(Averill, 1973).
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But as Steiner (1977) and others have pointed out, there have been few

manipulation checks in this research.

This practice has apparently re-

sulted from researchers' belief that control is a fixed commonly-defined
entity, a quantity which the experimenter can manipulate for subjects

without understanding the subjects' phenomenology.

The ELEMR results

suggest that this is

even in experimen-

tal work,

a

faulty assumption.

In fact,

Kaplan and Kaplan (1968) have shown that subjects' physio-

responses are different depending on the persuasiveness of the

logical

experimenter in convincing the subject that s/he actually has control
over

a

noxious stimulus.

Similarly, environmental designers can not simply rely on the
same mechanisms of control from setting to setting.

In the ELEMR Pro-

ject the corridor design was the "best" design bedause it provided an

appropriate level of control for the specific (low functioning) residents
involved
as

.

For a more capable group the suite design might well emerge

the better setting.

Designers must consider the full range of phy-

sical and social coping mechanisms which are available to users of en-

vironments before they design.

As we have seen, these mechanisms are

determined by physical form of the environment, background of the users,
social systems operating in
In a practical

a

setting.

sense, this suggestion implies that important

environmental interventions should be piloted or simulated in some way
to understand how these various personal

and setting characteristics
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affect the range of control mechanisms available.

Person-situation

transactions should be carefully monitored to determine the extent to
which users are capable of adequately regulating themselves and the situation.
A third implication of the ELEMR Project is in its contribution
to the study of personal

control.

mental literature, Averill

In an extensive review of the experi-

(1973) found that, although the findings were

very complex, the trend of the data suggested that providing control re-

sulted in benefits for the subject.

Two recent field studies, Langer

and Rodin (1976) and Schulz (1976), have found that providing control

benefits a broad range of behaviors such as:

increasing activity levels,

increasing apparent health and increasing sociability.

corroborate these findings.

The ELEMR results

Environments which offered the appropriate

opportunity for control had clear effects on

a

broad range of social and

solitary behaviors.

Hindsight and Foresight

As is usually the case, it is possible to look back on the pre-

sent research and find cases where decisions could have been made dif-

ferently.

The ELEMR Project incorporated a large number of information-

gathering methods and generated

a

vast quantity of data.

presented in this dissertation represent
tion of the data generated.

a

The analyses

comparatively small propor-

As was stated in the Methods section, this
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resulted in part because ELEMR was a longitudinal study in a setting

where the researchers had little control.

For example, unforeseen

movement of residents and changes in the renovation schedule caused
some baseline measurements to be useless.

Similar problems also limited the statistics that could be used.
Early in the project it appeared that some recently-derived sophisticated non-parametric statistics could be used (e.g., log-linear analysis).

However, the high drop-out rate of participants and the resulting small

groups made such analyses impractical.

Nonetheless, had time permitted, it would have been instructive
to further analyze some of the data sets.

For example, Raush et al

(1959) found that the ability of people to adjust their behavior in dif-

ferent situations is an index of mental health.

Although some features

of the research design made it difficult to completely explore this

question, the grid data would have permitted partial analysis of this
issue.

For instance, it would have potentially been possible to deter-

mine whether dyadic conversations occurred in different places before
in comparison to after renovations.
In addition,

it would be valuable to perform a more fine-grained

analysis on a smaller scale;

to understand what actual

anisms are used and how they affect behavior.
all

In ELEMR,

control mech-

although over-

effects were found, the crudeness of the observation methods and

the large variability in the setting did not permit the actual mechanisms
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to be understood.

detail

A small-scale naturalistic observation with moderate

(i.e., more descriptive than ELEMR, yet not as fully descriptive

as some ethological

studies) could serve to highlight the actual func-

tioning of "opportunity for control."

:
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RESIDENT OBSERVATIONS

Itiis observation system is partially adapted from Veit, S.,
Simon, J., and Billings, A. Behavior observation form.
Mansfield Training School, Psychology Department, Mansfield,
Connecticut, January 1974.

PROTECTION CF PARTICIPANTS

In any research project, the personal, civil, and legal rights of

the participants must be respected.

especially high priority.

In the ELEMR Project they are of

Although this requires a general attitude of

respect and consideration, several issues should be particularly stressed
(1)

Anonymity:

participant

(

Except when discussing with the Project Directors, a

resident or attendant ) should never be mentioned by name .

Events that occur in B.S.S, should not be discussed outside of the
school, and any inquiries by the press should be directed to the Project

Directors.

(2)

Awareness of the observers' role:

An onserver's role

is to nonreactively observe the living environment at B.S.5.

Neither

observers, nor the ELEHR Project as a whole, are at B.S.S, to intervene
or to design facilities.

Observers should behave as they would want

observers to behave in rheir ovn homes.

,
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Procedure for Cbservino Residents

Each observer will have a list of from four to seven residents to
observe. All the residents for a particular observer will live in the
same building.
The observation of residents is an "time sampling" procedure. Behaviors
are sampled randomly over time during afternoons (3:00 to 5:00) and evenings
(6:45 to 9:00).
At designated moments (determined by a watch second hand
position) resident behavior is observed and recorded. (A mutually exclusive
and exhaustive list of behavior, location, and grid categories is provided.)
The observer's task is to decide which category best describes the observed
behavior (e.g. neutral-stereotype, purposeful movement, etc.), the physical
artifact near which the behavior occurred (e.g. door, window, T.V., chair,
etc.), and in which area of the room (a gridded floor plan of the building
is provided) the behavior took place.

The procedure is very simple: (l) Order all of your residents in a
random list, making sure that you use a new list each day;
(2) Find the
first resident or. the list;
(3) Fill in the preliminary data on your first
op-scan (e.g. resident case number, building, room, tine, num.ber of people
in the room)'*
(4) V/ait until your watch second hand reaches the next
quarter-minute;
(5) Obser’/e for 2 seconds; behavior, location and position
on the "grid" coordinate system;
(6) Record data for 10 seconds.
(7) At
next quarter-minute, observe for 2 seconds: behavior, location and position
on "grid" coordinate system: and (8) record data for 10 seconds. Repeat
this procedure ten times (10 intervals), or until the resident leaves the
Then go on to the next resident on the list
room, whichever comes first.
and repeat the procedure (find the resident, etr.).
;

Sumir.arv

of Procedures

1.

Find resident next on list.

2.

Wait until next even h minute on watch (i.e. when second hand
comes to the *3', '6*, '9', or '12').

3.

Observe

4.

Record

-

two (2) seconds.
for ten (10) seconds on op-scan sheets

-

5.

Find resident again.

6.

Observe

7.

Record for ten (10) seconds.

-

two (2) seconds again

and so on for ten intervals

WhEN FINISHED WITH TEN INTERVALS
8.

interval #1.

interval #2.

or until resident leaves the room

GO TO NEXT RESIDENT

If the resident leaves the room before yo:: finish ten intervals
STOP . Go immediately to the next resident on your list and
start a_ new sheet .

every FIFTEEN (15) MINUTES

4^

-

-

-

-

—

FILL OUT A WHOLE ROOM GRID SHEET (See page 20

Many observers find it easier to fill out much of the preliminary information before entering tJie building.

)
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ROOM CODES AND BUILDING CODES

Use these codes for the op-scan column labelled room code (room). The
rooms that are starred (•) will require using the appropriate floor plans
and marking the correct grid codes on every interval, (see floor plan grids).
The unstarred rooms do not have floorplans v/ith grids marked on them. You
should always use a grid code of 00^ for every interval of behavior in an
unstarred room.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
88

First Floor

Building Codes

Dayroom, right side*
Davroom, left side*
Bedroom, right side*
Bedroom, left side*
Hallway, stairs
Back hallway (K bldg. only)*
Office, right side
Office, left side
Small residents’ room right side
Small residents’ room. left side
Back dayroom (K bldg. only)

H Building
K Building
F Building
C Building
Infirmary
L Building
E Building
B Building
G Building

1
2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

Peocle

,

0

Second Floor

1
2

11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22

right side •
left side •
right side *
left side •
stairs
Hallv;ay, rear (]< bide, only)
Office, right side
Office, left side
Small residents* room, right side
Small residents' room left side
Bedroom, rear (j£ bldg, only) •

Dayroom,
Dayroom,
Bedroom,
Bedroom,
Hallway,

3

4
5

(

rol

)

Codes

Room is empty
One person
Two people
Three to Five people
Five to Ten people
More than Ten people

HCUR
Time is on a 24 hr. clock.
Examples: 2:00 P.M. = 14
5:00 P.M. = 17
8:00 P.M. = 20

Basement
30
31
32
33

Dining room
Kitchen
Dayroom, right side
Hallway, stairs

•

Other
00
34
35

Cutside
Porch
Outside - when entire building
population is outside as a unit.

Tne hour from eight o'clock to nine
o'clock should be coded as eight
Go by the hour (7:38 would
or
be 19).
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E and G Building

Resident observers should code in each roc«n

^

1.

Intro information (including room code, and # of people).

2.

Behavior, location code and grid (00, or a number);
(no location or grid for these).

3.

Up to 10 intervals per sheet.

93 or 94

Building Rooms
For bedrooms use bedroom codes
For loxinges use dayroora codes

^

Building Rooms
01-50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

58

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Bedrooms (use last 2 digits of the room number) use no grid
codes for these rooms
Right dayroom
Left dayroom
Left TV Room
Right TV Room
Left Small Room
Right Small Room
Center Hall
Right Bedroom Hall
Left Bedroom Hall
Right Staff Bathroom
Left Staff Bathroom
Left Large Room off Hall
Right Large Room off Hall
Charge's office left back
Staff Loxinge left front
Office right back
Office right front
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RESIDENT 3EHAVI0R CODES
Individual

Code
Numbers

Self

-

Directed

These behaviors include solitary behaviors that are not oriented to
other people, or where the attention of the resident is not directed
towards anyone or anything other than themselves. These are divided into
four categories.
21

NEUTRAL

-

1.

2.

22

STEREOTYPE
Includes repetitive, mechanical stereotyped behaviors.
Sitting or standing without focus on people or things (sitting
on chair does not constitute appropriate use of object).

SELF CARE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Grooming behavior
Dressing
Taking oneself to the bathroom.
Any behavior in which the resident is attending to his personal
hygiene or welfare.
Even if this dees include appropriate use of an object, the
action should be designated under this category.

23

SELF AGGRESSION
1.
Harmful or painful act directed against oneself.
If something is both stereot;,pic and seJ f -directed aggression,
2.
self-aggression category vdll over-ride the stereotypic one.
3.
Can be with or without an object.
4.
If an object is being used, code as self -directed aggression rather
than as stereotypic, or destructive use, or appropriate use or
inappropriate use.

24

SLEEPING
1.

vVhen

resident is clearly sleeping (not just resting).
Solitory

These include behaviors that in general include some awareness of
others or direction in movement.
31

STATICNARY INTENT
Must be a behavior where the resident is staying in one place.
1.
Includes scanning the room, watching, looking intently at an
2.
object or person. This implies awareness of surroundings, a
person, or object.
Watching television.
3.

32

PURPCSEPJL MOVEMENT
Includes all ambulatory or wheelchair movement that is under the
1,
control of the resident that appears to be directed at a specific
objective or place.
That is- walking, scooting in chair,
Cnl^ refers to locomotion.
2.
crawling, moving in wheelchair, etc.
•
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33

UNDIRECTED MOVEMENT
Includes all ambulatory or wheelchair movement that appears to be
1.
'jidirected, drifting, ambling around the room.
Oily refers to locomotion. That is, walking, scooting in chair,
2.
crawling, moving in wheelchair, etc.
Solitary With Cbject

Behaviors not involving other people in which an object plays an
important role.
41

44

APPROPRIATE USE Cf OBJECT
Using an object for its obvious prescribed use.
1.
Refers to "normal" standards.
2.
If use becomes very repetitive and mechanical within the observa3.
tion interval, this would not constitute appropriate use.
With a toy, more varied uses will be allowable in this category.
4.
If the appropriate use of the object is directed towards self care,
5.
this would fall under category 22 .
If the behavior is appropriate use of object, no matter how many
6.
times it is repeated, it is still coded 41 .
(e.g. draws on paper
with pencil. .. .for hours, code 41^ in every interval this behavior
is observed.)
& 7^)
7.
Arpropriate Use of Object vs. Cooperative Use of Cfc-ect 41 vs.
Any appropriate use of object by two persons at the same time is
COCPERAUVE use of object and should be coded
or 71 .
(

^

^

42

43

INAPPROPRIATE USE CF OBJECT
Use of manipulable
1.
destructive.

objects that is neither appropriate nor

DESTRL'CTTVE USE CF OBJECT

Includes accidental destruction.
The object does not necessarily have to be destroyed to require
classification in this category if the action towards the object
Ex: throwing a plastic object against a wall will
is aggressive.
probably not destroy the object, yet this would be a destructive act.

1.

2.

WARD CARE
1.

These include all behaviors such as sweeping, cleaning, etc., behaviors that
are directed at maintaining or cleaning the residents own space
are coded 45.
'

45

C/WN

SPACE CARE
All cleaning and maintenance behaviors directed toward the
1.
residents own bed or designated space.
'

Interactions
All behaviors that involve the resident interacting v/ith another person.

Resident

-

Resident

All interactions with another resident.
51

COOPERATIVE USE OF OBJECT
All uses v/here two or more residents seem to be collaborating
1.
or helping each other with a common task involving a manipulable
object.

—
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use
oblect
^
21
involved in use of same object
51

2.
1.

3.

- two people are clearly
of
&
(e.g, toy, pencil) and are cooperating, This would also include such things as handing an
object to another person who accepts this object.
vs. 51^ & 21 ^Appropriate use of object
Cooperative use of
object) - any appropriate use of object by two persons at the
same time is CCCFERATIVE use of object and should be coded
or 71-

^

52

OTHER USE CF OBJECT
These include all interactions that are not clearly aggressive
where an object is the focus of the interaction that is net
subsumed in 51_,
62 , 63 .

NOTE ;

All codes referring to objects or designating without object
With object
means object is important aspect of interaction (showing, using, destroying)
does not include v;hen object is incidental to interaction.
Without object - means no object or object is not the focus.

53

INTERACTION WITHOUT OBJECT - VERBAL
This includes only verbal or gesture interactions
1.
all interactions that are not clearly aggressive where an object is not
the main motivator of the interaction.
2.
Includes vocal and non- vocal gestures of communication.
;

54

INTERACTION WITHOUT OBJECT - PHYSICAL
Same as _51* however the mode of communicaticn is physical (no
1.
verbal component at all). Physical contact must be made .

55

INTERACTION WITHOUT OBJECT - Physical/Verbal
Same as
and 54, however m.ode of communication is both verbal
1.
and physical

^

.

Aqcression
61

DIRECTED AGGRESSION WITH OBJECT - VERBAL
Involves an aggressive verbal or gestured interaction over an
1.
object with no physical contact.
Resident is threatening another individual with an object,
2.
Both 1 and 2.
3.
Nonverbal forms of comrriunication, such as gestxires or facial
4.
expressions are included,

62

DIRECTED AGGRESSION WITH OBJECT - PHYSICAL
Same as 61^ but mode of the interaction is only physical and
1.
direct physical contact is made.

63

DIRECTED AGGRESSION WITH OBJECT - PHYSICAL/VERBAL
Same as 61 and 62 but main modes of communication are both
1.
verbal and physical.
,

64

65

DIRECTED AGGRESSIVE INTERACTIONS WITH07T OBJECT - VERBAL
Verbal or gestured aggressive interaction which does not
1,
involve an object.
directed AGGRESSIVE INTERACTIONS WITHCUT OBJECT - PHYSICAL
Same as 6^ but mode of communication is only physic^ .
1.
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66

DIRECTED AGGRESSIVE INTERACTIONS WITHOUT OBJECT - FHYSICAL/VERBAL
Same as
and 6^, but mcxie of communication is both vocal/
1.
gestured and physical.

67

UNDIRECTED AGGRESSION
1.
Includes cases in which resident is clearly giving threat of
harm, but with no obvious recipient of those threats.

71

COOPERATIVE USE OF OBJECT
& 7^ - two people are clearly involved in use of same object
1.
(i.e. toy, pencil) and are cooperating.
This would also include
such things as handing an object to another person who accepts
the object.
vs. 5^ St 71
(Appropriate use of objects \^. Cooperative use
2.
object) - any appropriate use of object by two persons at the
or 7l
same time is COOPERATIVE use of object and should be coded

Resident

-

Attendant

^

^

72

OTHER USE OF OBJECT

73

INTERACTION V^ITHOJT OBJECT

-

VERBAL

74

INTERACTION WITHOUT OBJECT

-

PHYSICAL

75

INTERACTION WITHOUT OBJECT

-

PHYSICAL/VERBAL

81

DIRECTED AGGRESSION WITH OBJECT

-

VERBAL

82

DIRECTED AGGRESSION

OBJECT

-

PHYSICAL

S3

DIRECTED AGGRESSION V^TH OBJECT

-

PKYSICAL/VERBAL

84

DIRECTED AGGRESSION V;iTH0UT OBJECT

-

VERBAL

85

DIRECTED AGGRESSION varriCUT OBJECT

-

PHYSICAL

86

DIRECTED AGGRESSION WITHOUT OBJECT

-

PHYSICAL/’v/ERBAL

'.VITH

Othi_r

Interactions with People who are not residents of the specific
building, or v/ho are worVring as attendants in the building.
V/ITH OTHER
This includes all interactions with people in the room
not other residents, attendants or yourself.
This includes other observers from ELEMR.

INTERACTION
1.

2.

92

v/ho

are

INTERACTIONS WITH OBSERVER
interThiis includes all verbal, physical, and verbal/physical
1.
actions with yourself.

.
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ROOM (observer does not enter or observe) G & E Building only

93

IN

94

IN OTHERS ROOM (observer does not enter or observe) G & E Building only

95

IN OWN MODULE PRIVAIE BEHAVIOR

C1f*N

1.

Includes sexual behavior and conversations that appear intimate,

2,

If a resident is disturbed by observation in a module, code
95 or 96 and cease direct observation.

96

IN OTHERS MODUL£ PRIVAIE BEHAVIOR
1.

Includes sexual behavior and conversations that appear Intimate.

2.

If a resident is disturbed by observation in a module, code
95 or 96 and cease direct observation.
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Codes

Behavior

Resident

of

Summary

LOCATION CODES

Ihere are two types of location codes. A code designating the location-object
that the resident or attendant is closest to (these are the codes shown on location
code list). The second type of code designates situations in which the resident
or attendant is interacting with a location (e.g. touching table, looking out the
window, leaning on the wall). If the person you are observing is interacting with
a location in t)iis way, simply add 20 to code number for that location.
(Example:
window » 00, interacting with window
20; dresser
11, interacting with dresser » 31)

Notes
A.

Code a location if the attendant or resident is within three feet (arm's length).

B.

Code floor (05) only if person is more than three feet from any other location,
or is equidistant from two or more locations and not relating to or oriented
towards any. Code interacting with floor (25) if person is lying on floor,
Jumping up and down, etc.

C.

Three locations: (09) television (00) window and (18) mirror may be coded
as interacting (29,20,30) if the person either is touching o£ looking at
from more than 3.

D.

If person is interacting with more than one location (e.g. sitting on floor
while leaning on wall) code the more salient (e.g. floor is a constant in
the environment, therefore the wall is more salient, code wall (24)).

E.

Any touching of location is interacting with it. Sitting in a chair is therefore coded (32) unless person is either watching T.V. (29) or looking out the
window (20). These would take precedence.

F.

,

,

,

^

^

or 3^5 depending
vs. 15 .
If table and chairs are together, always use
on if person is near them or interacting with there. If chair is net near
or
32
table, use code
.

^

G.

If person being observed is moving, record the location of the person at the
beginning of your observation (first step of interaction).

Note: Use common sense if two locations are being considered. Try and
choose that location which best designates the orientation of the
person, (e.g. resident is eqiiidistant betweei chair and pole,
within 2 feet of each, but faces pole, code for pole (03)).
,

.

LOCATION Ca)ES
Inside

Outside

Window
Door
Stairs
Pole
Wall
Floor
Basket Ball Koop
Water Fountain
Television
Bed
Dresser
Chair, regular
Chair, rocking
Wheelchair
Table and chairs
Bathroom
Mat
^arror
Fishtank
Couch
Planter in G Bldg, foyer

00
01
02
03
04
05
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

49
56

Remember

Note

;

:

06

07
40

41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

(area surrounding the building)

Fence gate (K Bldg, only)
Basketball hoop
Paved play area
Tree
Single lawn swing
Double lawn swing
Swing set
Jungle gym
See-saw
Slide
Merry-go-round
Benches in playground
Benches, peripheral to playground
Flag pole
Dumpster
Fence
Fire escape
Lawn
Garden
Under porch
Walkwav
Road

If the resident is using or interacting direstly v/ith a location. . Add 20
to the location code nximber (e.g. v.-indow=00, interacting with window=20)

The designation of "inside" and "outside" location codes is not
Sometimes objects that are usually inside are found in
absolute.
the playground (e.g. chair, or mat) and vice versa.
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GRID CODES

Each observation Interval has two columns labelled "QIID." These
columns should be filled in for every interval observed. If you will
look at the room code sheet you will see some starred (•) and some
unstarrcd rooms. If the resident or attendant who you are observing
If you are observis in an unstarred room , the grid code is always 00 .
ing in a starred room, you must make a grid code judgment for every
interval in which you make an observation. This judgment is made by
looking at the floor plan for the room in which you are observing at
the time and then deciding in which square the observed behavior
occurred. There are windows and doors drawn on the floor plan which
should be useful in determining the appropriate grid square. Cnee you
have made a Judgment, simply record the grid square number shown on
the floor plan in the two columns labelled ‘grid* for that interval.
If a resident or attendant moves during the 2 second Interval, record
his/her location at the beginning of the interval.

206

207

Building

n-

208

Building

:

Procedure for Whole Room Grid Sheet Recording
Every fifteen minutes go to any room that is accessible to residents,
and which has at least one (1) resident in it. Fill in the preliminary
information in the lower right-hand comer of the floor plan (e.g, observation period, building, door: lodced-unlocked) . Then start recording the
behaviors of each person in the room directly on to the floor plan. Place
the symbol directly on to the floor plan in the position corresponding to
that of that person in the room. V/ork as quickly and accurately as possiblel

(1)

Begin recording those persons v;ho are moving or standing first.
Only after doing this proceed to those persons sitting or prone.
This will improve accuracy considerably.

(2)

If any door to the room is unlocked (with the exception of internal
bathroom/ Elosets ) , then record the room as unlocked.

(3)

Throughout a given afternoon or evening be sure to do whole room
on all the rooms available to the residents (do not fcrcet the
- hallway).

gr-iris

entrance wav
(4)

C5)

Every afternoon and evening an observer should complete 10 to 12
vrfiole room grid sheets.
people and record these first. Then record
Behavior SvinPols for Whole Grid Sheet Record

Behavior
R5
RR
RA
RO

Resident Solitary
Resident-Resident interaction
Resident-Attendant interaction
Resident-Other interaction (visitor, observer, etc.)

AS

Attendant Solitary
Attendant-Resident interaction
Attendant-Attendant interaction
Attendant-Other interaction (visitor, observer, etc.)

Afi

AA
AO
CS
OR
CA

00

other Solitary
Other- Resident interaction
Other-Attendant interaction
Other- Other interaction

Posture:
+

^
-

Standing
Sitting
Prone

Movement

Moving (arrow should point in the direction of motion)
(No arrow indicates stationary)

210

,

21

NOTES CN OBSERVING

1.

Look at the person you are observing only as long as absolutely
necessary (2 seconds should be enough),

2.

Always do your residents in the order they appear on your list
DO NOT
unless one is absent, then go to the next person,
observe one person for more than one sequence!!! This is very
important-----

3.

V/e

4.

Einercency Number

observe everywhere except the bathroom . Another exception may
be if residents are in nursing office with the door shut (use
some discretion). We do observe during shower time in the bedrooms.
This may be needed if there is an accident or
injury in the building and no staff are available, CALL 211 AIJD
TELL THE OPERATOR IT IS A ”500" CALL.
;

212

ATTENDANT OBSERVATIONS*

This observation system is partially adapted from Veit, S., Allen, G,,
Chlnsky, J., Dailey, W., Harris, J-, and Corcoran, C. The interaction
Unpublished Manuscript,
recording system. Instruction Manual*
University of Connecticut, 1974*

Procedure for Observing Attendants

The observation of attendants is an "interaction sampling" procedure.
Interactions are sampled randomly over time during afternoons (3i00 to
5;00) and early evenings (6:45 to 9:00). At designated times (determined
by a watch second hand position) an attendant interaction (or absence of
interaction) is observed and recorded. ^Vhen the interaction occurs, the
first three steps of the encounter are recorded (initiation, response and
consequence). At each step of the interaction, the observer must determine
which code category best captures the character of that step (what is
affect, who initiated, what is the context). In addition, the observer
must determine the location (door, ’window, chair, etc.) and position on a
grid coordinate position (floor plans of the building are provided) of the
interaction.
Each observer will have a list of from two to five attendants
to observe.
All attendants for a given observer will work in the same
building.
The procedure is very simple;
(1) order all of your attendants in a
random list, making sure that you use a new list each day; (2) find the
first attendant on your list; (3) fill in the preliminary data (e.g. attendant code number, building, room, time, etc.); (4) wait until your watch
second hand reaches the next quarter-minute; (5) begin observing, looking
for an interaction to beoin in the next 15 seconds; (6) if an interaction
begins 'within 15 seconds, observe the first 3 steps of this interaction;
(7) at the end of 15 seconds (if there is no interaction or interaction
-record data for
was in progress), or after 3 steps have been observed
inteir/al; (8) v/ait until next quarter-minute and begin observing again repeating the procedure for 5 intervals, or until the attendant leaves
Then go to the next attendant on your
the room- whichever comes first.
list and repeat the procedure (find the attendant, etc.).

.

ATTENDANT

FOR^l

Sunwiary of How to Observe

1.

Find the attendant without alerting hiFi/her that you are observing.

2.

Score 'room*

,

’time'

'people'

(other initial categories beforehand).

BEGIN OBSERVING
3.

Observe . Begin observing for a fifteen second interval - score the
first interaction beginning in that interval. Code the initiation,
response and consequence (the first 3 steps). This may last more than
fifteen seconds. It takes two to interactUI
(Attendant calling
resident who doesn't hear is not an interaction.)

4.

If no interaction occurs in 15 seconds, mark one of the NON-INTERACTION
categories, and "location", "number of attendants", and "grid".

5.

If interaction occurs, code first three steps.

6.

Take ten seconds recording on op-scan.

7.

Look at watch immediately.

8.

Next observation interval begins when sweep second hand reaches next
quarter minute mark.

9.

After five observation intervals, proceed to next attendant on your list

10

^

attendant leaves the room after one two three or four intervals
STOP, £o immediately to the next attendant on your list .

EVERY FIFTEEN MINUTES-

,

,

,

-FILL CUT A WHOLE ROOM GRID SHEET.
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ROCM CODES AND BUILDING CCDES

Use these codes for the op-scan column labelled room code (room). The
rooms that are starred (•) will require using the appropriate floor plans
and marking the correct grid codes on every interval, (see floor plan grids).
The unstarred rooms do not have floorplans v/ith grids marked on them. You
should always use a grid code of 0^ for every interval or behavior in an
unstarred room.

First Floor
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
88

Building Codes

Dayroom, richt side*
Dayroom, left side*
Bedroom, right side*
Bedroom, left side*
Hallway, stairs
Back hallway (K bldg, only)*
Office, right side
Office, left side
Small residents' room right side
Small residents' room, left side
Back dayroom (K bldg, only)*

1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

(

0

Second Floor

1
2
*

22

Dayroom, right side
Dayroom, left side *
Bedroom, right side *
Bedroom, left side *
Hallway, stairs
Hallway, rear (K bldg, only)
Office, right side
Office, left side
Small residents' room, right side
Small residents* room left side
Bedroom, rear (K bldg, only) *

30
31
32
33

Dining room
Kitchen
Dayroom, right side
Hallway, stairs

11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20

21

M Building
K Building
F Building
C Building
Infirmary
L Building
E Building
B Building
G Building
People ppl

3
4
5

)

Codes

Room is empty
Che person
Two people
Three to Five people
Five to Ten people
t-lore than Ten people

HCUR

Hme

is on a 24 hr. clock.

Examples: 2:00 P.H, = 14
5:00 P.M. = 17
8:00 P.M. = 20

Basement

•

Other
00
34
35

Outside
Porch
Outside - when entire building
population is outside as a unit.

The hour from eight o'clock to nine
o'clock should be coded as eight
or 20 . Go by the hour (7:38 would
be ^).
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E and G Bxiildlng

Attendant Codes
If Attendant is in a bedroom alone

Initiation

-

7

If Attendant is in a bedroc«n with a Resident

Initiation

= 0

E Building
-

for bedrooms use bedroom codes
for lounges use dayroom codes

G Building
01-50 Bedrooms (use last 2 digits of the room number) use
codes for these rooms
Right dayroom
51
Left dayroom
52
Left TV Room
53
Right TV Room
54
Left Small Room
55
Right Small Room
56
57
Center Hall
Right Bedroom Hall
58
Left Bedroom Hall
59
Right Staff Bathroom
60
Left Staff Bathroom
61
Left large Room off Hall
62
Right Large Room off Hall
63
Charge's office left back
64
Staff Lounge left front
65
Office right back
66
67
Office right front

grid

i
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ATTENDANT INTERACTION COOES

•

Catecory Definitions
Aide

*

s

Initiating Behavior or Response to Resident

Mode of Communication:
1.

VERBAL

2.

PHYSICAL

3.

is scored if the aide speaks to the resident or uses physical
communication (non-verbal gesturaa) without making contact.
is scored if the aide makes direct physical contact with the
resident, or if contact is made through some mediating object.
PHYSICAL & VERBAL is scored if Physical and Verbal, as defined above,
occur together as aspects of the same behavioral event.

Mand/Tact:
1.

MAND

2.

TACT

is scored for commands, orders, requests, questions, and namecalling when seen as an implied command . Also scored for those
physical interactions in which the aide expects or demands
compliance, such as dressing or other purposive behavior. Also,
physical and verbal interactions in which the form of the verbal
component is a command.
is scored for any non-mand, such as a declarative statement.
Also,
interactions, such as play, in which no compliance is deirianaed, and
name-calling, when no command is implied. Also, Physical/Verbal

interactions where the verbal component does not imply a command.
Affect:
1.

?OSiri’/E

2

NEUTRAL
NEGATIVE

.

3.

is scored when the aide exhibits affection, smiling, praise, or

promises a positive consequence.
is scored when the affect is neither positive or negative,
is scored when the aide exhibits aggression, frowning, apparent
aversive stimuli, or the threat of a negative consequence. Yelling
or screaming, as determined by observer consensus, is scored as
negative affect.
Note:

only score "positive" or "negative" if you thiak any outside
observer v/ould agree. This implies neutral is the largest
category and negative and positive only refer to relative
extremes.

Resident s Response
'

If the aide's initiating behavior has been scored as a MAND:
1.

COMPLY

2.

IGNORE

3.

RESIST

0.

•

is scored for compliance with a command, the answering of a
question, or any change in behavior in the direction of compliance.
is scored v/hen the resident does not attend to a Mand; when no
change in the resident's behavior relevant to the aide's behavior
is observed,
is scored when the resident resists, actively or passively, compliance of a Mand; or any change in behavior in the direction of

resistance.
INTERACTION OVER

between institution(Adopted from Viet, S.W. "A Method for investigating interactions
H.A. Thesis Univ.
alized retardates and their attendants", unpublished
Conn. 1973;
,

0.
xf the aide's initiating behavior has been scored as a TACT:
1.

COMPLY

2.

IGNORE

is scored if the resident responds in any way to the aide.
If
first step was a tact, a person may comply simply by recognizing
the initial statement (e.g. "Hi," followed by head nod).
is scored if the resident does not attend to the aid’s initiating

behavior.
INTERACTION OVER
Aide*

s

Consequent Behavior

If the aide provides a consequence for (e.g, continues to interact with) the

resident, following the resident's response:
1.
0.

2.

3.

4.

APPROVAL is scored if the aide indicates approval by smiling, praise,
affection (such as patting, or up and down head nodding), and
giving rewards.
NEUTRAL CONSEQUENCE is scored if the aide provides a consequence which
is neither approval nor disapproval of the resident's response.
Attendant does respond to the person's previous behavior (O.K.,
huh, yeah, with flat affect).
NO CCfJSEQUENCE is scored if the aide shifts the focus of interaction to
another resident following the response. If the aide does not
provide a consequence (ignores) the resident's response. Aide
ignores person's previous behavior, does nothing, walks av/ay,
or does respond but •/ith no apparent reference to previous behavior
DISAPPROVAL is scored if the aide indicates disapproval by negative
gestures such as fro:vning or side to side nodding, by physical or
verbal reprimand, or by physical restraint,
INTERACTION OVER is coded only if previously coded.

Context

:

Score only interactions in which a resident is involved .
1.

2.

3.

4.

PEIRSONAL CARE

is scored if the aide is tending to the resident's physical
needs, provided that no attempt is being made to teach the person
to perform the task independently.
Examples of tasks which may
be scored as PERSONAL CARE include: toiletting, feeding, dressing,
undressing, bathing, medication, etc.
WARD ACTIVITIES is scored if the aide is engaged in organizing the residents for the purpose of maintaining order in the ward. For
example: moving residents from room to room, lining up residents
at the door prior to departure for school, physical disciplinary
activities such as breaking up fights, etc.
SOCIAL
is scored for play interactions or other interactions with resident
on a personal level - interactions which are interpreted as not
required solely as a response to the resident's physical needs.
FORMiAL TRAINING is scored if the aide is teaching the resident to perform
any of the tasks listed previously under the PERSONAL CARE category
or any similar tasks, by himself. Tasks which may be scored at
FORMAL TRAINING also include speech training, motor coordination
training, appropriate use of educational toys, etc.
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ATTENDANTS' FORM
SuPTnary :

How to Score Cp-Scan

COLUMN NUMBER
1
2
3

4
5

6

Observation Period
Attendant Code
Observer Code

7

Building

8
9

Room

10
11

Year

12
13

Month

14

16

17
13

Day
Hour (24 hr. clock)

Number of People (ppl)

INTERVAL ONE
STEP ONE
19

-

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
0.

20

Initiation
Resident initiated - tact
Resident initiated - mand
Attendant initiated to resident
Other attendant initiated - tact
Other attendant initiated - mand
Attendant initiated to other attendant
Attendant accessible, no interaction (STOP - record location, # of attendant
& grid).
Attendant in building, no interaction (not accessible to resident - STOP record location, # of attendant & grid). This only refers to attendant not
accessible to residents if he/she is accessible to only other attendants
(e.g. nurses' station with door shut), still use code 8_.
Attendant in ward bathroom (STOP - location, # of attendants 6 grid).
Interaction already in progress (STOP - location, # of attendants & grid).

Attendant initiating act or responding to initiation of other
1

.

2.
3.

Verbal
Physical
Physical and verbal

If the attendant being observed interacts with an observer
Code: Attendant-Attendant interaction
(but;
for # of Attendants in room only count attendants, not observers)

.
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COLUMN NUMBER

21,

Interaction Type
Mand
Tact

1.
2.

22

Affect
0.
+

1.
2.
3.

STEP TWO

(positive)

0 (neutral)
-

•

(negative)

Response

Response of other

23

1.
2.
3.

STEP THREE

Comply
Ignore
Resist
Interaction Over
-

ConsecT-ience

Attendant

24

1.

2.

3.

4.
0.

*

s

consequent behavior action

Approval
Neutral consequence (neither ^proval nor disapproval b\. it attendant did
respond to person's previous behavior (e.g. "0,K., huh, yeah" with flat
affect)
No Consequence (ignores person's previous behavior, does nothing, walks
away; OR does respond but with no apparent reference to previous behavior).
Disapproval
Interaction Over (code £ in 24 only if you have coded ii in 23).
;

:

Context

25

!•

2.
3.
4.

Always
[26
Recorded [27
even

Pexsonal Care
Ward Activity
Social
Formal Training

Location

1

j

]

if no
inter-

1

]

action

Number of attendants

E28

*

29
t30

Grid Code

Interval #2

31

-

42

43

-

54

Interval #3

55

-

66

Interval #4

67

-

78

Interval #5

LOCATION CODES

There are two types of location codes. A code designating the location-object
that the resident or attendant is closest to (these are the codes shown on location
code list). The second type of code designates situations in which the resident
or attendant is interacting with a location (e.g. touching table, looking out the
window, leaning on the wall). If the person you are observing is interacting with
a location in this way, simply add 20 to code number for that location.
(E>:ample:
window o 00, interacting with window « 20; dresser
11, interacting with dresser » 31).

Notes
A,

Code a location if the attendant or resident is within three feet (arm's length)

B,

Code floor (05) only if person is more than three feet from any other location,
or is equidistant from two or more locations and not relating to or oriented
towards any. Code interacting with floor (25) if person is lying on floor,
Jumping up and cown, etc,

C,

Three locations*. (09) television (00) window, and (18) mirror may be coded
as interacting (29,20,33) if the person either is touching or looking at
from more than ^ ft ,

D,

If person is interacting with more than one location (e.g. sitting on floor
while leaning on wall) code the more salient (e.g. floor is a constant in
the environment, therefore the wall is more salient, code wall (24)).

E,

Any touching of location is interacting with it. Sitting in a chair is therefore coded (32) unless person is either watching T.V. (29) or looking out the
window (20). These would take precedence.

F,

.

^
on if person
vs,

depending
If table eind chairs are together, always use
or
is near them or interacting with them. If chair is not near

table, use code
G,

,

^2.

32

.

If person being observed is moving, record the location of the person at the
beginning of your observation (first step of interaction).

Try and
Note: Use corjron sense, if two locations are being considered.
choose that Iccacion which best designates the orientation of the
person, (e.g. attendant is equidistant between chair and pole,
within 2 feet of each, but faces pole, code for pole (03)).

.

LOCATICN CODES
Inside

Outside

Window
Door
Stairs
Pole

00
01
02
03
04
05
07
08
09

V/all

Floor
Basket Ball Hoop
Water Fountain
Television
Bed
Dresser
Chair, regular
Chair, recking
Wheelchair
Table and chairs
Bathroom

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

r-tat

Mirror
Fishtank
Couch
Planter in G Bldg, foyer

49
56

Remenber

Note

;

;

06
07
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

57
58
59

(area surrounding the building)

Fence gate (K Bldg, only)
Basketball hoop
Paved play area
Tree
Single lavm swing
Double lawn swina
Swing set
Jungle a^-m
See-saw
Slide
Herry-co- round
Benches in plavground
Benches, peripheral to playground
Flag pole
Dumpster
Fence
Fire escape
Lawn
Garden
Under porch
Walkway
Road

If the attendant is using or interacting directly v/ith a location. « Arid 20
to the location code nuTiber (e.g. v;indov;=00, interacting with window=20)

The designation of "inside" and "outside" location codes is not
absolute. Sometimes objects that are usually inside are found in
the playground (e.g. chair, or mat) and vice versa.
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GRID CODES

Each observation interval has two columns labelle<l ’*GRID," These
columns should be filled in for every interval observed. If you will
look at the room code sheet you will see some starred (•) and some
unstarred rooms. If the resident or attendant who you are observing
is in an unstarred room the grid code is al\/ays 00. If you are observing in a starreQ room, you must make a grid code judgment for every
interval In wnich you make an observation. This judgment is made by
looking at the floor plan for the room in which you are observing at
the time and then deciding in which square the observed behavior
occurred. There are windows and doors drawn on the floor plan which
should be useful in cetermining the appropriate grid square. Once you
have made a judgment, simply record the grid square number shov'^n on
the floor plan in the two columns labelled 'grid' for that interval.
If a resident or attendant moves during the 2 second interval, record
his/her location at the beginning of the interval.
,
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t<eft

Floor

3rd

-

Funding
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FLOOR

SAMPLE

.

:

Procedure for V/hole Room Grid

Sheet:

Recording

Every fifteen minutes go to any room that is accessible to residents,
and v^hich has at least one (l) resident in it. Fill in the preliminary
information in the lower right-hand corner of the floor plan (e.g. observation period, building, door; lock:ed-unlocked . Then start recording the
behaviors of each person in the room directly on to the floor plan. Place
the symbol directly on to the floor plan in the position corresponding to
that of that person in the room. V/ork as quickly and accurately as possible!
)

Notes
(1)

Begin recording those persons who are moving or standing first.
Only after doing this proceed to those persons sitting or prone.
This will improve accuracy considerably.

(2)

If any door to the room is unlocked (with the exception of 'nternal
bathroom/ closets ) then record the room as unlocked.

(3)

Throughout a given afternoon or evening be sure to do v/hole room
grids on all the rooms available to the residents (^ not forcet the
entrance wav - hallv/av

,

)

(4)

^5)

Every afternoon and evening an observer should complete 10 to 12
whole room grid sheets.
Then record
i^oving people and record these first.
Behavior Syr-.c ols for ’vhole Grid Sheet Record

Behavior:

RO

Resident Solitary
Resident-Resident interaction
Resident-Attendant interaction
Resident- Other interaction (visitor, obsem'er, etc.)

AS
AR
AA
AO

Attendant Solitary
Attendant-Resident interaction
Attendant-Attendant interaction
Attendant-Other interaction (visitor, observer, etc.)

OS
OR
OA

Other Solitary
Other- Resident interaction
Other-Attendant interaction
Other-Other interaction

RS

RR
RA

00

Posture:
+

^
-

Standing
Sitting
Prone

Movement:

Moving (arrow should point in the direction of motion)
(No arrow indicates stationary)

?29
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NOTES CN OBSERVING

1.

Look at the person you are observing only as long as absolutely
necessary (2 seconds should be enough).

2.

Always do your residents in the order they appear on your list
unless one is absent, then go to the next person.
DO NOT
observe one person for more than one sequence!!! This is very
important
.

3.

We observe everyv'^here except the bathroom . Another exception may
be if residents are in nursing office with the door shut (use
some discretion). We do observe during shower time in the bedrooms.

4.

This may be needed if there is an accident or
Emergency Number
injury in the building and no staff are available. CALL 211 AND
TELL THE OPERATOR IT IS A "500" CALL.
;

SCatING FULL PAGE (SID SHEET
ON

SUMMARY SHEET

.

)
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SCORING THE FULL PAGE GRID SHEET

During the observation period, each observer will record one full page grid
sheet (FPG) for each fifteen (15) minutes of observation, producing 6-12 sheets
per observation session. Each observer will score their ovm sheets as indicated
below.
Forms
FFG's will he scored onto IBM Data Summary Sheets (attached), v/ith up to
three (3) rows (the equivalent of three lEM cards) per FPG.
Format
Each FPG will be scored on three rov/.
The format (below) is divided into
row 1, 2, and 3. Columns 1-12 are repeated in each rov;.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

With the FPG sheet in front of you, mark the identifying information on
columns 1-23 of row 1 and columns 1-12 of rows 2 and 3.
Starting with grid square "01", look for people in that grid square.
If there is one person in that grid square, call then "personl" and enter
their coded behavior (see Codes below) in columns 21-25 of row 1, and "01"
in cclumns 26-27 (for grid square "01").
If there is more than one person in grid sq’jare "01", arbitrarily call one
of them "person 1" and enter them in columns 24-27, call another "person 2"
and enter them in columns 28-31, and so on until each person in that grid
square is coded . 'Tbien continue on to grid square "02", "03", etc., coding
and entering people as "person 3", "person 4", etc.
"03",
If there is no one in grid square "01", continue to grid square "02",
Then call then "person 1", enter
etc., until the first person is encountered.
them in columns 24-27, row 1. Code and enter everyone in this grid square,
tnen continue on to the next numerically higher grid square.
Continue until you have examined each grid sqijare and have coded and
recorded each individual on the FPG.
V/hen all individuals in the room are coded, leave the remaining columns in
the line blank . You then may start the next FPG on the next line.
Please erase or redo any messy or confusing
^lake all numbers clear anc. dark
sheets
.

Row

1

Columr.
1

4-5
6-7
8-9

Information
Observation Period
Observer Code
Month
Day
Hour (twenty-four hour clock)
i’linute

Row ( 1 of 3
Building (see Suildinq and Room Codes )
Room (see Building and Room Codes )
,

13

14-15

)

)
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Row

1

Columri

16-17
18-19
2Q-21
22
23

24-25
26-27
28-29
30-31
32-33
34-35
36-37
38-39
40

41-42
43-44
45-46
47-48
49-50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64
65-66
67-63
69-70
71-72
73-74
75-76
77-78
79-80

cont.

Information
Residents in Room
Attendants in Room
Others in Room
Door to Room Locked Cl = yes, 2 = no
BLANK
Behavior of Person 1 (oerson in lowest munber grid square).
Grid Square Number for Person 1.
Behavior of Person 2 (person in next lowest grid square).
Grid Square of Person 2.
Behavior of Person 3
Grid Square of Person 3
Behavior of Person 4
Grid Square of Person 4
BLANK
Behavior of Person 5
Grid Scruare of Person 5
Behavior of Person 6
Grid Square of Person 6
Behavior of Person 7
Grid Square of Person 7
Behavior of Person 8
Grid Square of Person 8
Behavior of Person 9
Grid Square of Person 9
Behavior of Person 10
Grid Square of Person 10
Behavior of Person 11
Grid Souare of Person 11
Behavior of Person 12
Grid Square of Person 12
Behavior of Person 13
Grid Quare of Person 13
Behavior of Person 14
Grid Square of Person 14

Rov; 2

Column

Information

1

Observation Eeriod
Observer Code
Month
Day
Hour (twenty-four hour clock)
Minute

2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9
10-11
12

13-14

Row (2 of
BLANK

3

See code sheet,

.

)
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Row

2

cont

Column

Information

15-16
17-18
19-20
21-22

Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
BLANK
Behavior of
Grid Sqjare
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
BLANK
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square

23

24-25
26-27
23-29
30-31
32-33
34-35
36-37
38-39
40
41-42
43-44
45-46
47-48
49-50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64
65-66
67-68
69-70
71-72
73-74
75-76
77-78
79-80

Row

Person 15
of Person 15

Person 16
of Person 16
Person 17
of Person
Person 18
of Person
Person 19
of Person
Person 20
of Person

Person 21
of Person
Person 22
of Person
Person 23
of Person
Person 24
of Person
Person 25
of Person
Person 26
of Person
Person 27
of Person
Person 28
of Person

17
18
19

20

21
22

23
24
25
26

27
28

Persoii 29

of Person 29

Person 30
of Person 30

3

Column

Information

1

12

Observation Period
Observer Code
Month
Day
Hour (twenty-four hour clock)
Minute
Row (3 of 3

13-14

3LAtJK

2-3
4-5

6-7
8-9
10-11

:
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ROW 3 cent.
Column
15-16
17-18
1Q-20
21-22
23

24-25
26-27
28-29
30-31
32-33
34-35
36-37
3w-39
40
41-42
43-44
45-46
47-48
49-50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64
65-66
67-68
69-70
71-72
73-74
75-76
77-78
79-80

Information

Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
BLANK
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
BLANK
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square
Behavior of
Grid Square

Person 31
of Person 31
Person 32
of Person 32
Person 33
of Person
Person 34
of Person
Person 35
of Person
Person 37
of Person

Person 38
of Person
Person 39
of Person
Person 40
of Person
Person 41
of Person
Person 42
of Person
Person 43
of Person
Person 44
of Person
Person 45
of Person
Person 46
of Person
Person 47
of Person

33

34
36

37

38
39

40
41
42

43

44
45
46

47

Codes

Use the following codes for transferring data on FPG sheets to
sheets
General rrir.cioles
1.

All odd numbers denote stationary behaviors.

denote movonent.

2. All even numbers

1-24

denote standing.

3.

Code numbers

4.

Code numbers 25

-

49 denote seated.

5.

Code numbers 50

-

74 denote prone.

sxjrvnary

FPG Inforrr.ation
Stationary
Code

-

(blank)

^tovefnent a

Standing =•
Seated » ^
Prone = -

(1-24 = standing)
RS
RS
RR
RR
RA
RA

—

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

RO
RO
AS
AS
AR
AR
AA
AA

IBM Sunrtary Sheet Code

12
13

—

AO

14
15
\.

16

17

OS
OS
OR
OR

OA

18
19
20
21
22
23

-QA

24

00
00

(25-49 = seated)

A
A

RS
RS
RR
RR
RA
RA

A

A

—

zS

RO

M

32
33
34

AS
AS
AR
AR
AA
AA

35

ii

37
38
39

A

OS
OS
OR
OR
00
OA
QA

36

->

AO
AO

00

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Z->

A
i.N

40
41
42
43

44
45
46

«

47
48

•
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Codes cont

FPG Information

Code

stationary = (b lank
IIT
Movement = '

Standing • *
Seated - A
Prone =‘

sumnarv Sheet Code

(51-74 » prone)
RS
RS

RO

RO
AS
AS
AR
AR
AA
AA

AO
AO

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

60
61
62
63
64
65
66

67
OS
OS
OR
OR

68
69
70
71

CO
CO

72

QA
OA

73
74

238

DECISION FLCVJ-CKART IN CODING THE F.F.G,

AFTER COOING ALL PERSONS IN THE P.OgH, LEAVE ALL REMAINING COLUMNS ON THAT ROW
BLANK AjND START CODING NEXT F FG IN NEXT LINE.

239

GR

PAGE

FULL

240
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